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R03ERT F:W~.'l, 1 S POETHY 
IH'l1 EODFCTION 
.f1Genius, 11 said Professor James Frederick Perrier, is nothing 
else than the pov.rer of see inc; vJOnders in CO"l":::"'.On thinc:s. nl lj 
!I 
Robert F'rost, the :Nmv Ens land poet, has this power. He has :1 
li vec1 ar.1onc; corr.mon thinss and con11non people ancl has been able to li 
II 
I sec -.,onders in the humble life about him. He is, indeed, the 
!poet of the commonplace; yet he has clothed that commonnlnce 
I 
I 
I 
I 
with beauty. He has put a halo around it anC. glorified it. 1 
In do inc thin he is alvmys sincere. There is not a touch II 
of affectation in any of his works. 1i'his sinccri ty may be con- jl 
,:r;arec1 to that of Robert Burns, the Scottish poet of the com~r_on-
place, of \-;hort Thor.1a s Carlyle said, 11Hcre are no fabulous '.-.·oe s 
or joys; no hollow fo.ntastic sentb1entalities; no 'xircdrtn.-n re-
fininc:;s; either in thouc:ht or feelinr:,; the passion tlw. t is 
traced before us in a lovinz heart; the opinion he 
utters has risen in ·his own tmderstandin.:;, and been a li[ht to 
his ovm steps. Ee does not write from hears<J.y, but from sic;ht 
and experience; it is the scenes th3.t he has lived an1:. l3.boured 1 
n:midst, that he describes; those scenes r~~e ::mel humble as tl:ey,lj 
are, have kindled beautiful enotions in h1s soul, noble thou~ht~ 
and definite resolves; and he s:r;eaks forth v;hat .is in hin, not 
from any outward call of vanity or intoreot, but becn.u[ie his 
heart is too full to 'ue silent. "2 I:r. Sidney Cox haE- said: 
~_-=:::::::__-:::..---::.-:..:=--.:.=.-_.:_-:::._'"":":.__:.-::::-.-:._~::::::::-.:::~·-:- --::;_ ·_-: :::.:-.:·:. .. ---.::;..._----~...:.:. - -. 
:=--= r f; -~L'ami.er, Viilliam-Composi tion ancl Hhetoric -:·a0·c 207 
2. Carlyle, r.rhomas-Essay on 3urns-pn~~e 16 
~)ressAs therr' in; j_t '_Jrints them vd th CistiEct outline, end r:.E.kes 
/t:re sel:isnt uubs sjnk 
'l nn exi)eri enc e :1 s c bl:: 
/ ev;:;ry eE.'~'Glltic~l det~:U 
~ -1-
-- l.l with 
of life i11 
the poems of ~:r. Frost ell existed first ss ex~Grience~; none 
':'.·ere conceived c,t tre des!-;:. .f..nci i.lL 2'J _;-~ r ::..2 setting L:: con-
seen :;mch both of nst1JTe ::.n/:l nf' n1en ~'llG ~;_·o:n•_:,ll, :Like c. true 
lover he is sincere ~ith n~ture; he ~ever ?retends to see wh2t 
ile doesn't ~2i[hten the ch::-,rrns. '~e love the thin~e ~e love 
t t1 I h .. ' t ., . ., I for v:l1c-.o .1e:r c.re, __ e ssys ................ ne unuers c.nus ·peOf)J.8' 
fJ.rst, becc..use he hcs the sincerity :::.nd courc.e,e to kno\'.' hi.ntst?J~:, 
second, because he i2 c secrcher after truths; bv r~~son of 
those q_uclificn.tions he C311 put himself alir10st COIYJ[)}b tely into 
the emotionel end morel vortices in the hollow of which even 
sim~le lives swirled, 2nd csn therefore discern the relstion-
srd.~"lE' betvJeen overt rnotions end uttercnces, 2nd irL1er desires, 
I 
I fecrs, tbo112:ht::, end :;:mr~'J~es."l 
Beccuse he is sir:cere e.1Hl r•ictures '.':hc.t he sees e.nd ~,cs 
perieaced, he is considered a reclist; yet he is s selective 
ex- I 
re-I 
ali st. r.'~~- _L~q_u i_:=: __ UI!- t_erme_ye:r:. !3_eys : ____ ~-~'_:J:'O :::t is 1~e~~I: :E;=lJ.£:0~_2:""= 
=$=== ----::::::-~------------ . -
1. Cox, -?idney-The Sincerity of Rob81't F'rost-'Ihe Hev! Re CYL11)lic 
J-:,.ugust 25, 1917 
ii ji 
li 
-. ··..o __ cf,.o.·;.:. ::..: . • ·-:·:.:= ::-:::: ---=·-- .:.c:.:::.--::.:: ~ o-= :-::·= .c: · ·:c--::::·.~-==- _c:_c_·__:~ ::-·.-.: = -c_·:::_·: cc·.·.-·.: _ c:·:c:-::- ··-- --- · _ _ _ .• 
!i graphic rec;list. 'There ere,' Frost once said, 1 tvw types of 
I 
!/realist--the 
I• 
I' 
one who offers 8 gooti deal of dirt ~ith his potato , 
I lito shovv th~ t it is e reel one; -~md the one 'Nho is sPtisfied vri th 
I 
[the potato brushed clean. I'm inclined to be the second kind ... 
....... To me, the thing thct art does for life is to clef'Il it, to 
1: 
11 stri u it to i'orm' nl Realism in Frost's poetry, means the fam-
JI · ' · . ' th - · · · - t f 1' f " h · 1 d · t 1 1 l..~..lfr scenery sna e ora1nary lllClden s o 1 e c 1se e 1n o .beautv" b1,r a noet' s view of them. I! • -
I Another qunli ty which mal<:e s Robert Frost the poet of the 
! 
!com..rnonple.ce is his neighborliness rnd sy:mpF:thy. lie loves the 
I 
I 
:plain Hew Engl2nd neighbors end sympathizes vd t:t them in all 
I 
;their grief and sorrows. Mr. Paul L. Benjf~in visited him ct 
[Frsnconis in 1920, and after his visit be se.id of' him: '11:Ihat 
I 
I 
iinrnressed me about him--and this I believe illruninc:tes much of 
I 
Iris poetry--wc:s his v,arm friendliness, his genuineness, his al-
l 
most c:uaint sir:J.plicity, his neighborliness, the lstter c;_uc-lity 
! 
ibeing the very essence of the men ........ The quality of neighbor-
i 
I 
P-iness expressed itself repeetedly. I vms struck with the 
I 
I 
rffection With ·which li'rost WB.S greeted by the neighbors E:S we 
I 
~~pun ~::long in the v.rheezy Ford, with the pride with which he 
I 
~ointed out farm and hillside. It is this very reel love of the 
~oil 2nd the shc:le, this delight in the triviel incidellts of the 
i 
1country life c:..b'Jut him, t'!l is being a good neighbor V1'hich partly 
~xplains his authentic interpretations of New Engl•nd--the New 
~nglend of the bleak, berren hillsides, of' Puri ten grimness end 
I• 
If ~ight-laced religious beliefs, of repr3ssions rnG. vd tch-drowning, : 1~ I' 
3 
;: ;I 
_______ l:l_L.gQJL~_:r..ll9X_S -~nd. state sme r.L.and___stu.r~:J!j a o e 6XA:,.-O_~l<:H18cl-:¥----Vi..Qmert= ~~-:-=--=--
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1 
il 
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'i lated i! farm--and, yes, the New England with its humor and kindli- 'I 
ness. Frost 1s quality of neighborliness and human sympathy has ~~ 
not been noticed enough by the critics, some of whom have caughtli 
the stark realism of his work without sensing sufficiently the 
quality which makes him a spiritual interpreter of the count:ey-
side. It is this warm human s:ympathy th&t touches with under-
standing tenderness the death of the hired man, the old farmer 
clamping around alone in the farmhouse, the sharp portrayal of 
the lonely wife set against the hard background of its Hew 
England hi 11 s • 11 1 
In this thesis, I shall discuss the commonplace in Robert 
F1•ost 's poetry, but in order to do this, I shall give his bioe-
raphy, since his life is l'eflected :tn h:i.s Vl m•ks. IIr~ has a deep 
intcre st in nfltUJ:>e and :i.n people. First, I shall point out his 
interest in the coJm:lonpl8ce i:1 nature, such as in the comm.on 
II 
tl 
I! 
ill 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
wild floVJers of Hew Hanpsll:tre and Vermont, the birds, the trees,
1
, 
the animals, both domestic and wild, even the smallest creatures,!! 
and the c onnnonplac e land sea pe; second, his interest in the il 
commonplace country people and their occupations; third, his 1 II 
interest in commonplace country things; and fourth, his common- ii 
place style. Finally, I shall discuss his glorification of the il 
co~~onplace, his place in American literature today, and his 
I I! I! permanence in the world of letters. 
'I II 
I, 
!I 
Jl 
-7-==,r==:.--: -::.:..==-==---:-:-:=--..::-.- . -=-.:c--::-===---=-=-=--I, 
II' 1. Benjamin, Paul-Poet 
I Nov. 27, 1930 
of Neighborliness-Survey-page 318 
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I 
I THE BIOGRAPHY OF RObE!\T lt'ROST 
! I[ 
I
. In order to discuss Robert Frost 1s poetry, it is necessary ii 
I, 
to know something about his life and environment, for a man 1 s 1/ 
I I! life is reflected in his works. This poet of the commonplace, 
though he is an inte:r>preter of Hew England, its country scenes, 
its common everyday people, was born in San Francisco, Galifor-
nia, March 26, 1875. His father was William Prescott Frost, 
who was born in Kingston, New Hampshire, the ninth generation 
his family in New England. His mother, Belle·Moody, was born 
Edinburgh, of lowland Scotch descent. 11A curious fancy, how-
ever, might trace here a kinship shared with his native hills, 
for geologists tell us that the New Hampshire and the scotch 
Highlands are cousin-german to each other."l Both parents were 
1 school teachers and they met while they were teaching in a small 
town in Pennsylvania. It v1as there that they were married, but I 
II 
I 
soon moved to San Francisco where i:Jr. Prost became editor of a 
newspaper. He entered politics and was an ardent Democrat. 
During the Civil War he 'lfJas a sympathizer of the South. This 
accounts for the fact that his son ·was christened Robert (Lee) 
Frost. It was here that Robert Prost lived, until he was ten 
years old. At that time his father died; therefore, he and his J 
mother came East to live with his paternal grandfather, an over~ 
I~ seer in the mills at LaVJrence, Massachusetts. ~'hese early year, 
I 
l
1 in San Francisco seem to have made little impression upon him. I 
He attended the Lawrence schools but he did not enjoy his !1 
=--=- ·- --==----===-::.....:::=-. -..:=c===-====-:--.:;: :--- =- -::-. -: .. :. -:: -:·:~..::-.::.:c:::===--=-~"--===-=·-:.:-=:.:· --·_--,· -.::--c-.::··:'---:::::--=-===--:-=-==-=~=:..-::c-__.:==.:~--' 
1. Lowell, Amy-Tendencies in Modern American Poetry-page 81 1J 
Ji 
1: 
- ·--- -·-
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eer ly school life very 1t1uch c..nu Y.L.f:. a clesul tory sort of J!Upil, 
:i:ov;ever, he '.I2s Q:raclue:ted from the gre1nmcr school o.uu thsn 
j entt.:;red high school. ·.;.hile in hit:::h sc'nool for the first tie·1e 
!I he beccme interested in his school work. This m~y heve been 
i 
I . j1 due to the ~ooci irif'luence of' e~ schoolmr.te, :lvJiss ~leenor ·.,hi te, 
1
\ v1ho encours.e;ed him iu his v.ork. In l8S?2 he v.r2.s sr~~<iu2.ted, co-
vclodi_c:toric.11 vrith r.:lfOs ·.:.'::ite. He then bege.n to <io his first 
cre:::ti.ve· v:ritins o.r:.d sent poems to uifferent m2.u_ezlHes, Eis 
first poem, "~.:y 3utterfly, L11 ElE;gy, 71 vro.s publis~e<i 
!I II 
in the 
InCG:>eltO~mt, f'or "\'.:lJich he recei veu fifteen <ioll2.rs. 
~fter grs.duntion from high school he m2triculs.ted at Lsrt-
mouth, but }-,e re~t12.ined 011ly :.::: fev; r1J.on ths end then r2.n s.v.sy be-
CPU?e he 0ia not cere for the college curriculua1. It ~:::.s too 
rcc:tric te<i c.nd. he longed for more frsedom. l.dss LowelJ. sc:ys 
thc:t l'.'~iss ·.;hi te v-:2..s no lont_er there to s;Jur. him on bt::c2..use she 
hc:d bOne to Saint La~rence Univsrsity; but his peo)le ~era so 
<ii s:.::u sted Vii th him that they uecided :.:wt to hel ~) hi:o. ~ience he 
received worl< in one of' the mills as 2. bobbin boy. .:?or the 
I I next four years he 
J he '.'Tote poems c.nd 
did vsrious kinds of v;ork, u.urint;:; 1.,hich time 
sent them to such masazine S [;..S :io.ruer 1 S, 
I 
The Ce11tury, .Scribner's and The Youth's Cocnpanion. by this time 
l·J:iss ;'ihi te hc.:d been gre:.dueted fro;;l college; so they were 1carri e:c;_ 
in Octob~r, 1395. ~:o years later, in 1897, he moved to Cc:m-
bridce end entGred Ii:2rverd to ;:;tl..i.<iy L2tin, tut after tv,o yec:.rs 
bored by the monotony of the college ~ork. 
He then tried teaching school, making shoes, tramping, end 
editing a 'Neekly po.per,. but he v.nsn' t cci.vs.ncinc in r.Hy v:ay, so 
in utter despeir his grcndfather gove him e. farm in ':Jest ,Derry, 
This wes the best thing thet could heve happened 
I 
New lirunpshire. 
to him because it Vi~s llere v:hile v;restl i.ne witlo the soil to teer 
I I a livine from it thst he hed meny of the 
I 
exneriences of which hei 
II . I • t . . " .,. 11 \Vrl .es so po1gnently. tuss .Lov:ell says: 
ing the outlook seemed, this wes the very 
"Yet, hov.mrer desocir-11 
concete~eti..on of cir-j 
curnstence and surrounding the t he needed. A fm\· miles wes to 
contsin ell his poetic world, but these few hundred miles ~ere 
to be deepened indefinitely by the delvin[ of his own spade. 
Mr. Frost wes diegine poetry with every shovelful, ~ut he ~cs 
II 
his meager ear11ings from the farm, he began teachinz Entlish in 
not digc;ing e. susteuL;.ce for his family. ul Finally to s~u to 
Pinkerton Academy at terry. This led to a position teechinc 
~sychology in the StE:.te ·norme..l School ct Plymouth, l:Jew Hempshire 
iu 1911. Ilov,·ever, he was not contented here. He v>'cnted to get 
a~e..y, but he didn't know where he ~anted to eo. 
-.vhen the or:~ortunity C2I!le, he solu his farm; 3lld in Sep-
tember 1912, he, with his family, there now bein~ four children, 
sailed for En~le..nd. 
s 
H-:3 leased. c.. small place in Be:;.cori'field, 
' 
Buckinghc . .rnshire, so th9.t he coulci fs.rm as ·well c.s write. This 
wes, no doubt, the turning ~oint of h~s life because ct th~t 
time befor~ the V!3r, London v:c:..s full of' poets c.nd t~ere v·:cs 
great enthusiasm sbout poetry. Gne day he took a sheaf of his 
=...;;:.;:_c;._:.:::=....=;.;c.:._=:=====-:.=c· .. -- .. - ~· ___ _c;_:- ~- -· 
l. Lowell, ;~my-Tencienc ies in l.:odern .li.meri can Poetry-page 96 
7 
I I 
poems and visite~ the house of David Nutt, as a possible nub-
lisher. ~rs. Nutt, a widow dresse~ in black, received him. 
She dise.ppointed bec~use the msnuscrirt was poems but told 
I him to call the following day. The wark we.s acce~ted; and earl 
II 
I 
iri 1913, "I~ Boy's 1i!ill" wa::: rmblished. It received exceptional 
?raise, r:_nd led to mc:ny -:'lees<::Jnt cont8cts in l,ono.on' s v_rorld of 
li tet'c.t11re, sorn.e JLmerics_l1t;:.ss ~.rell 3S 3n::jl i shmen emonc Vi hom were 
F. S. FJ it!. t end :Gzre. Pound. In l 914 he moved to a sm:::;.ll fc.rm 
celled Little Idden,s in C'rlcmcest':'rshire. :i:Ie:r'e his neichbors I 
! 
•·-core the poets, i!tlfrid Gibson en<i Lnscelle s ;_berco"bi e. Ji 
! It we s in this yecr, l S 14, the t the book, ",.•ortb of ~~stonl'l 
I a book of 9eop1e, vvhich m&6e him faJnous, v.-~'S publit .. hed. Klss 
Lov,·ell says of it, "It is a volume of stories; J ong, interest ina 
stories of those l,Te-vz £Icmpshire folk dv'ellins betv;een the tv:o 
90les of Kr. ~rost's few hundred miles. There is no whisper of 
Enelish influence infuis ?Oetry; it is the very nostalgic of his 
IJev1 England hills. ,·J.t, A~nerican nev.'s 9c.-per v\Tote of it, '?oetry 
burns un out of it c.s ·whsn s f::dnt vJincl breathes upon smoulder-
ing embers.' nl There v:ere five printings of it ill one yeer o.nd 
in 2 short time therE: v:es a sc;le of over twenty thous~mci copies. 
In the snring of 1915, Kr. Fros~ with his famil~ returned 
to i\.merica. It v.'as, indeed, o. triumphal return, for his f arne 
h8.d preceded l1im. ~.-1-hen he c.rri ved in New Yorl<: he picked up, 
by clu:mc·"', _ c.;opy of The Hew Renublic, in r:hich he found to his 
surf!rise a full ;JGge cl):'recic.tion of "Harth of Boston" by .r..rny 
Lo~ell. He lecrned also that the book bed been publtshed by an 
8 
---· ---· -------· 
--·- ----···--- --
=+Amer ic ~ n b '~ k compall_~ '_ :~enryliolt ~nd Com n OJlY· _ ~~~':"th: t_ time ___ _ 
IJ 1. LoY'E;,,, .A ,y-Tendencles in :;;,odern ,~rnericen Poetry-pe.e;e 104 
II 
I 
his success has ·been assured. 
! Even though he could probably have lived from the proceeds 
I 
of his books, with the quick certainty of a homing pigeon he 
went back to his beloved New Hampshire hills, and bought a farm 
in Franconia in the very heart of the White Mountains, where he 
started to farm again. It was fx•om here that the poems com-
prising the next volume, "Mountain Interval, 11 were sent to the 
publishers, Henry Holt and Company, and published in 1916. In 
the fall of 1923, seven years after 11 hiountain Interval, 11 came 
11 New Hampshire, A Poem with Notes and Grace Hotes. 11 This book 
li 
was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for that year. His next work 
~~ came in 1928 and was entitled "West-Running Brook." In 1930, 
II Henry Holt and Company published his "Collected Poems" for which 
I . 
he again received the Pulitzer Prize. In 1936 came his latest 
volume, 11 A Further Range." This new volume was a choice of 
The-Book-of-the-Month-Club and also winner of the Pulitzer 
PJ•::tze. This makes the third time that I.1r. l:t'roost has received 
, the prize for his poetry. Mr. ~..,rost now lives on a farm in il 
South Shaftsbury, Vermont, not far f1•om Dorothy Canfield Fisher. 
He spends the time between Chl'istrnas and Easter at Amherst, 
Massachusetts, whe:ee he has an ''idle professorship" and lectures!\ 
on poetry; and his SUlllllie:t's he spends in Vermont. I 
Besides the Pulitzer Prize many honors have come to Robert 
Frost, both at home and abroad. "In 1922 the International 
J! P.E.N. Club elected him to be one of their honorary members, to-
ll gether with Thomas Hardy, Barrie, Anatole France, Romain Rollad, 
9 
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I' II 
I !I 
Ho is quiet and unassu.min:-:-:, and he does not want to be hurried. 1 
I 
I
! Ee to.kes time to live and feel and think, and has never taught 
: himself to write 
',I, 
when occasion demands. John Farrar says of 
i him: 
' 
' 
"Sensitive, unripht, dir.:nified, :·:ir. Prost is a rood man 
;movin~ in a world of wickedness. His New Ensland consciousness 
I 
i of the wicked, he has tried to lay over ·.v:i.tli a c"loss of toler-
iance. Dis extreme gentleness of spirit has resulted •••••••• Eis 
i 
:ethical firmness partakes of the nature of tho hills. I.Iany of 
I 
i 
:the thin~s tlla t are ElO st ir-:ports.rit to :r:1ost men are not important 
! 
:at all to him. Of ;.;ric:e of 'QOS[:esslon he has none. Eis am-
i 
lbitj_on is the development of his art, not the succe2.sful uncler-
1 
)\ stanG_j_n3: of v;ri ting as a possible business. Eis hone is im-
ijportant to him. So is his family. So is his Doetr;r, which, 
J!its es.sence, is a sir:ple f'ucin~~ o~- the facts of life. 11 3 
II I~ 
II 
li 
~ I 
_jt 
Robert Frost tr-_e Ean and His Works (pamphlet) };enr.;r Holt 
Holden, Raymond-Profiles-The New Yorker-June 6, 1931 
Farrar, Jolm-Recognition of Tiobert Frost-pa~e 167 
in 
10 
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CHAP'l'ER III 
THE COMMONPLACE IN NATURE 
"Frost's life, it is evident, has not been an adventuPous 
one. And so his poetry is not the poetry of adventure, nor yet 
of any unusual experience. Even the family traditions or an-
ce stNll fights with the Indians, even the glar.1orous San Fran-
cisco days, the life in England, and the upheaval of the great 
war enter almost not at all in his poems. His is the poetry--
touched by genius--of everyday life, of the common in ex-
pel'ience. The common in experience includes not only subject 
matter, but mood, tone, and--very particularly words •••• The 
word experience must not be ignored. For Frost has experienced 
his poems. They are the poems of observation, inspired by 
someone he has seen or by something he has noticed. They very 
definitely are not the poer.1s of revery Ol' of abstract fancy."l 
Since Mr. Frost's everyday life has been lived in the 
country, he is particularly interested in nature, and is a min-
ute observer of it. Because of this, nature in its various 
co~nonplace phases is one of the chief subjects of his poems. 
The exactness of his observation is at once apparent in his 
treatment of the vdld flov;ers of Vermont and New Hampshire, the 
co~on birds, the trees, the animals, both domestic and vvild, 
and even the sE1allest creatures, all of v;hich are placed in 
their charactel'istic setting. 
He must be very much interested in flovJers, especially 
II 
li 11 
I 
I,·_-
1: . --
1 
I 
) the co1mnon wild f-~-~v~e~s __ ' __ a_s he has mentioned ovel' tv;enty 
- - . 1. 8~.:-.:.":~-:~::~-Re~::~i:~on of Hobert l'ro:t~~::;: 22;~==T""=" 
-- -h~; :i.;ti~; ;;r · the;;, 1,~ 'his ;;~~;.' 'r;; 11Th~e T~-f't -~r-FlOIVer s; q,e ~ · 
! tells how he went out to the hayfield to turn over the nevv-mown, 
I 
hay and through a butterfly discovered a tall tuft of flo...-;ers. 
11 A leaping tongue of bloom the scythe had spared." 
He is delighted and goes on to say: 
"I left my place to know them by name 
Finding them butterfly weed YJhen I came. "1 
I Some of the common flowers that he mentions are the bluet, he-·· 
i I 
1patica, trillium, violet, blood-root, honeysuckle, orchis, jev1e11: 
weed, wild-rose, witch-hazel, clematis, aster, goldenrod, 
hardha ckJ and mullein. 
., 
He is thoroughly acquainted with their favorite places andi: 
i! 
habits and sometimes speal{s of them vlith the exactne:..:s of a 
professional botanist; fo:r• example, he has discovered the pre-
cise spot 11 beyond which the Cyp:r•epedium reginae cannot grow and j! 
he knows that the Ram's Horn orchid is found beside the wood-
chuck's knoll under the beech tree, and that near-by, one is 
also sure to find some ladyslippers, the yellow kind, and not il 
the more common purple .Ita He knows that the trillium grows in !! ll 
I· 
a little clearing among birch boughs that have been piled up il 
I! 
for pea brush; that the fireweed is found "v,.here woods have !i 
j; 
burnt; 11 the blue bells,. around a tunnel mouth; 11 the lupine, 11 on il 
ll 
sand; 11 3 the j ewel-wef;d, in a dried-up river bed; the butterfly 
weed, beside a brook; the clematis~on a wood pile in an old 
sv;amp; and the bluet, on the 11 sun-bu:r•ned hillsides. 11 4 
Together with the habitat of the flowers, he not6s the 
season in which they grow. When he finds the trillium, the 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-The Tuft of Flowers-page 31 
2. Feuillerat, Albert-Recognition of Robert Frost-pa~e 269 
3. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-A Passing Glimpse-page 311 
4. Ibid. The Vantage Point-p&ge 24 
12 
11 sun in the new-cut nar>r•ow gap.was hot enough for the fi1•st of 
May."l He discovers the jewel-weed in the river bed because 
11 by June our brook's run out of song and speech. 11 2 In the late 
fall he takes a \Nalk "out through the fields and woods" and 
finds that "the last lone aster is gone, the flor;crs of the 
witch-hazel wither."3 
He is so fond of the wild flowei'S that he is solicit~ ous I 
I 
for their preservation. In his beautiful poen, "Rose Pogonias ,11 ' 
I 
he hopes that the farmer will overlook the most delic8te and 
'' loveliest of wild flowers, the orchis, when he goes into the 
field to mow. (I think that the orchis must be his favorite 
flower because he mentions it so many times.) 
nrrhere we bowed us in the burning, 
As the sun's right worship is, 
'11 0 pick 'lt:here none could miss them 
A thousand orchises. 11 
Then he sa:ys: 
"We raised a simple prayer 
Before we left the spot, 
That in the general mowing 
That place might be forgot."4 
In 11The Self-Seeker" also, he expresses a desire to save the 
orchises. The nature lover who has had his legs crushed in a 
terrible accident is talking to a little girl riho has just 
brought some orchises to him and he asks l1er if there are any 
left. She answers: 
!t==:.;_:---==uThe~e-'--J3,1?::_6__;:;ccf'_ou~_or=~:fiy_e_-=-•========= 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Frost, 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Robert-Collected Poems-Pe~ Brush-paBe 154 
Hylu Brook-page 149 
Reluctance-page 43 
Rose Pogonias-page 192 
13 
I wanted there should be some there next year .''1 
In considering the birds, we find that he has mentioned 
them many times, besides devoting entire poems to some par-
ticular bird or birds; foP example, "The Oven Bird," "A l.linor 
Bird, 11 11 Our Singing Strength," nThe Last Vlor•d of a Bluebird, 11 
jl 
,, 
I' 
•' jl 
I~ 
:l 
"The Exposed Nest," "The Valley's Singing Day, 11 "Dust of Snov1, u li 
I' 
and 11 .Lookinr.,. for a Sunset 1' 
c J "on a Bird Singint; in Its Sleep," 
Bird in \dint eP. 11 
He shows his care and syr-:-1pathy for thelll in 11 'l1he Exposed 
Nest" and in 11 0ur Singing Strength." In "The Exposed l;e stJ' 
.) ,, 
;I 
i! 
il ,, 
II 
·, 
j: 
,I 
there is the pathetic situation of the ground bird 1 s nest full :j 
:• 
of young birds, that has been laid baPe by the mower. The dis-:: 
coverer of this has got 11 down on his hands and kneesn and 
placed v:ilted fern and clover over the little birds that have 
been left defenseless, exposed to the heat and light, and the 
poet says: 
"'rhe way the nest-full every time we stirred 
Stow up to us as to a mother bird 
Whose .coming home has been too long deferred, 
hlade me ask would the mother-bird return 
And care f Ol' them in such a change of scene 
il 
:I 
lj j, 
II 
il 
II 
it 
'I j, 
I! 
I' 
;j 
I 
li 
li 
II 
II 
d I. 
·; 
ii 
14 
l1.nd might our meddling make her noPe afraid ?"2 i! 
= _In _"Otl3' Sing~~~::·,;>~h. :c~~soJ ~! poet piti,ec~- "~e _thrush, !: ~"~ 
I 
'I 
1. Frost 1 Robert -Collected Poems-The Self-Seeker-page 117 il 
2. Ibid. rrhe Exposed Nest-p~lee 13G ji 
'I ,. 
I 
j 
lt 
I 
i 
t 
I 
!j 
!I l 
!j 
ll 
II 
ll 
! 
I~ 15 
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and frightened biru thus: 
"~~ small bird fleVJ above rae. He vms caret'ul 
To put a tree between us v,·hen he lighted, 
And sa~r no VJOrd to tell me who he was 
rnw was so foolish as to think v:hut he thought. 
He thoueht that I ~as after him for a feather--
The white one in l1is tail; like one ~ho takes 
Everythinr; saiu as personE.l to himself." 1 
Irs it any Hond.er that one critic has saic.l. thu.t "he has even 
I 
I 
I 
i 
been able to s;)y upon those thousand little clram~s of nature 
v:hich are played silently all around us."2 
In his works I have found nineteen kinds of birds mentione I 
_practically all the cornmon birds of Vermont anti rew Har11psldre, .,j 
such as the hawk, v,-oodpecker, v.·hil)poorv:ill, yellovi-bird, humming~~ 
bird, blue-jay, oven bird, bluebird, crow, thrush, blackbird, 
sparrov:, robin, swnllov-J, chickadee, chev.·ink, feo.ther-hawmer, 
hoebe, and ground bird. 
Ee ha:s s urtulleu up the reasons for his vtide knmr:ledge of 
oth the flowers and the birds in the beautiful poem, 11 In a 
ale:" 
"~/!hen I we s young, we dwelt in a vale 
By a misty fen that rang all night, 
.d .. nd thus it V.'aS the rnuidens pale 
I knew so VJell, whose garr;1ents trail 
Across the reeds to a window light. 
...•.. cc: .. J ... 
The fen had every kind of bloom, 
1. 
2. Fro~ti Hobart-Collected Po8rns-The Vlood-Pile-pe.Ge 126 Feull erat, .. ~lbert-Hecoc;ni tion of Robert Frost-pae:e 273 
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I 
ltnd for every kind there was 2. fece, 
.:~!lcl e voice thst hes sounded in my room 
Across the ~ill from the outer gloom. 
L;::::ch c:::H;I?. siugly unto her ple.ce, 
But ::.11 cs•ne every nie:ht '.'!ith the mi2t; 
Of thLlt:s nf moment to v.llich, they vd.st, 
Bt~f'orc; tha lest v.•ent, he:::v:r '.'.'~ th dev.c, 
~iliere bird ~nd flo~er ~sre on~ ~nd the same. 
;..nd thus it is I ]<:nov, so \.all 
~~1y the flo~ar h~s ode~, the bird h~~ sang. 
You heve onJ y tn ::;~~};: r::8, Uld I c~:::n tf:!ll. 
1:0, rtot V~'.inly the-re dicl I clr:ell, 
!n regard to trees, b:r. Frost h3s sn es~ecial inter~st, 
cncl c. t .times they seei'1 to heve :; ;:'-ecul i.sr fqsciE~tion for him. 
I' 
-., 
;: 
,, 
Fro~t, Robert-Collected ?oeres-In a Vcle-pcce ~l 
F:r:o~t, R')bert-.:. ~vrther R:.rit:e-'Ihe Gold.an 11esl)eridee-pcge 27 1 
moved onto a farm, the couple are talking after a very tedious 
day of getting settled and the husband says: 
"Is it too late 
To drag you out for just a good night call 
On the old peach tree on the knoll to grope 
By starlight in the grass for a last peach 
The neighbors may not have tal\:en as theil• right 
When the house wasn 1t lived in? 
The first thing in the morning out v; e go 
To go the round of apple, cherry, peach."l 
Of the trees in the v1oods, he mentions those that grow 
commonly in NevJ England: the spruce, birch, hemlock, pine, 
cedar, fir balsam, beech, maple, tamarack, black alder, oak, 
and willow. There are over twenty kinds in his poems. He 
speaks of the maple and birch more than of the others. He has ' 
written a long poem entitled 11 r.Iaple 11 about a girl whose mother 
i 
named her "Maple" for a maple tree, and the name influences her; 
all her life, The father tells his daughter that he doe an 1t ll 
know what she wanted it to mean, 
"But it seems like some v;ord she left to bid you 
Be a good girl--be like a maple tree.n2 
In that same poem, the poet has given us a beautiful descrip-
tion of a maple tree in autumn: 
"standing alone with smooth arms lifted up, 
And every leaf of foliage she 1s worn 
Laid scarlet and pale pink about her feet. '12 
18 
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1. Fros~, Robert-Collected Po I th 
u ems- n e Home Stretch-page 139 
\ 2 • Ibid. Maple-page 222 
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In several other poems he mentions maples-al~d -sugar-·orcharcis~----l =-"-'--= ---
In "Evening in a Sugar Orchard," he is afraid that the sparks 
from the sugar-house chinmey will catch among the 11 bare maple 
' boughs. "1 
But he speaks of the birch trees more frequently than of 
any other kind. It is the birch that he uses for bushing peas 
in "Pea Brush, 11 2 and in 11 Home Burial," he says: 
11Three foggy mornings and one rainy day 
. Vall rot the best birch fence a man can build. n3 
In "Birches, 11 he tells how he used to swing on the limbs of 
birch trees when he was a boy, and he gives us a beautiful 
picture of them loaded with ice on a sunny winter morning 
a rain. 
11 They click upon themselves 
As the breeze rises, and turn many-colored 
As the stir cracks and crazes their enamel. 
Soon the sun r s warmth rnakes them shed crystal balls 
Shattering and avalanching on the snow-crust--
Such heaps of broken glass to sweep away 
You 1d think the inner dome of heaven had fallen. 11 4 
He shows his particular interest in trees and their 
nation for him in the three poems, 11 Tree at l.ly \'Iindow ," ''Into 
'I 
'I 
I 
.I 
:i 
!; ,, 
l··Iy O.vn, 11 and u'l'he Sound of Trees, 11 
says: 
In "Tree at My Window , 11 he ~~ 
J, 
,I 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
!I 
11 My sash is lowe1•ed when night comes on; .'I I. :t 
II 
tl But let there never be curtains dravm li 
:I 
Between you and me. 11 5 il il 
Frost, 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Robert-Collected Poems-Evening in a suga;.:c:.:.o;--~h~-;:,~289~"=:" 
Pea Brush-page 154 ;l 
Hone Burial-page 69 U 
Birches-page 152 
Tree Bt T'/TY Winct._m,r-n.EJ,rl'A ~J 8 Ibid. 
I' 
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l! 
I 11 
I "But tree, I have seen you taken and tossed, ;: 
I And if you have seen me v;hen I slept, i\ 
I !i 
tl 
'I 
I 
You have seen me when I was taken and sv1ept !j 
And all but lost. 11 1 
In his poem, urnto My 0\"ln, 11 he wishes that "those dark treesu 
v;ould stretch away into the edge of doom and he says that if 
they did: 
nr should not be withheld but that some day 
Into their vastness I should steal away, 
Fearless of' ever finding open land, 
Or highway where the slow \'Jheel pours the sand ."2 
I' II 
II 
I[ 
r! 
:. 
I 
·I 
i' 
:I 
I 
,! )! 
II 
II 
I 
,/ 
1: 
!I 
'I 
I In 11 The Sound of Trees," the trees seem alv1ays to be calling 
i: ,, 
ii 
~ j 
I! 
I him away from his everday routine of life and he wonders why he IJ 
II 
endless tossing. He thirlks !: 
'I 
I 
I wishes to bear the noise of their 
I 
that someday he will heed their call. 
them can be summed up in this poem: 
11 I wonder about the trees 
Vlhy do we wish to bear 
Forever the noise of these 
More than another noise 
So close to our dwelling place? 
We suffer them by the day 
Till we lose all measure of pace, 
And fixity in our joys, 
1 
And acquire a listening air. 
I, 
Perhaps his interest in j! 
,I 
•I 
I 
ir 
I• 
'I 
n 
il 
'I 
!I 
!I 
1: 
'I !, 
i) 
I· I! 
•I 
II I, ,, 
!! 
,j 
;! 
,, 
" 
,, 
' 
,I 
:i 
I ~: 
il 
li 
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-m 1----- __ _'l'~<JLare that that talks of going 
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1 
1. Frost Ro~~:~=:~-~~-~~~~~d- Po~:-~~T~re~-a-~ My Window -page 318 jl 
II 
I: 2. Ibid. Into My Own-page 5 
' l' 
' I 
And that talks no less for knowing, 
As it rrovrs wiser and older, 
'l'ha. t nov1 it moanc to stay. 
1~ feet tuz at the floor 
And my head sways to my shoulder 
Sonetimes when I watch trees sway, 
From the ·;i in6.ow or~ the door. 
I shall set forth for somewhere, 
I shall make the reckless choice 
So::ne day when they are in voice 
And tossins so as to scare 
The white clouds over them on. 
I shall have less to se.y, 
But I shall be ~one."l 
'-' 
iJ I, 
lj 
' i 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
!I 
1: !: 
It 
:I 
li 
Hot only is r,:r. Fl'ost fond of trees, but he has not for- !i 
anQ, the mo.0 t con">-non ',','1. lrl !1nl· r:1'"'.ls l,i,jj r:ootten the cm:u::wn fr>.rn: nnii'la.ls - .. - u" "-'- ~ "'"" 
'• 
of Verrn.ont ancl lrevr Hampshire. ':Lhe horse l';'l.Ust '.Je his favorite jl 
I !I animal because he has mentioned lt many times. In 11 iJ.1he Times 
!I 
rl'able," he :~ives us e.n excellent picture of a horse that kno·ws II 
the exact rlace to rest on her cli:mb up & steep hill. She 
looks around at the farmer and sirhs, and he ansvrers her. 
II 
II 
Only lj 
lj 
one who is fond. of horses realizes how intellicent they are and 11 
hovJ much their masters become attached to them. 
11 I.;ore than half viay up the pass 
Vias a sprint, vd th a broken dr:i.nkinr~· s-lass, 
And whether the farmer drank or not 
= r·= .:c=..:.:.::....=.::...c.c:.=:=:=.=-·----------- ----· --·- .. ----------·-- -
1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-The Sound of Trees-page 195 
I 
,I 
li 
:i 
il q 
I 
I 
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By cranpinp- the v::heel on a v:a ter-bar, 
Turni~r her forehead with a star, 
And straininc her ribs for a monster sich; 
To which the farmer made reply, 11 1 
J Eo doubt, :r.:r. Prost is tell inc his ovm experience. Again in 
"c.... · - b'r r,·ood· r:1 uL.OpJ::Jnt:·. J • ~ on a Snowy Eveninc, 11 the poet spealcs of his 
ii 
\I 
i! 
i! 
II 
I 
" )! 
li 
!i 
:I 
!I 
1: 
little horse v,:hich seems to cor'h"':'l.unicE,te with his master. There ~~ 
L 
1: is real comre.de.ship between them also· 
11 r.ry little horse must think it queer 
To stop v.rithout a farmhouse near 
Between the woods and frozen lake 
The darkest evenin~ of the year. 
Ee rives his harness bells a shake, 
To ask if there is some mistake. 11 2 
1: 
i) 
i· i: 
I' 
1: 
I' :I ,, 
I' i! 
\I 
l 
I 
:: !j 
,l 
!! 
II 
lt 
I· 
!! 
I• 
Then in contrast to " \1 tho fraceful little horse, he pictures 1j 
a ~·air of oxen in 11 'l'he !.=ountain, 11 
animals. that were usee on farms a .rrencration aso. 
11 And there I met a man v;ho moved so s lov1 
-~/i th whi te-facEc'~ oxen in a heavy cart, 
It seemed no harm to stop him altoc-ether. 11 
J~.t the enci of this poem, Vle pet a picture of the ox-teamster 
s tc,rtin"· his animals on their way again with his coad. 
"Re dreir: the oxen to·ward h:i.m with li,e:ht touches 
Of his slim :oad on nose and offslcle flank, 
Ge.ve them their mtnchinr· orciers and was movin['-'."3 
'I I 
<I 
il 
il 
!I 
.I I, 
'I I II 
II 
:, 
ii 
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3. Ibid. 
He devotes one ent.ire poem to a cov;, in which he gives us 
a ludicrous picture of the animal that has become intoxicated 
by getting into the apple orchard and eating too many sweet 
apples. 
"She makes no more of a wall than an open gateJ 
Her face is flecked with pomace and she drools a 
cider syrup. 
She runs from tr·ee to tree •••• 
She bellows on a lmoll against the sky. 
lier udder shrivels and the milk goes dry.''l 
In his latest volume, "A Further Range," he has a poem about a 
prize pullet, entitled 11 A Blue Ribbon at Amesbury,'' He de-
scribes the fine bird thus: 
11 her golden leg, her coral comb, 
Her fluff of plumage, white as chalk, 
Her style, were all the fancy's talk. 
She scored an almost perfect bird. 11 2 
Then he shows his keen observation and actual knowledge of 
poultry when he says of the pullet goin8 up to roost on a 
crowded perch: 
11 She shoulders with a wing so strong 
She makes the whole flock move along • 11 2 
His kindness to animals is apparent in many poems. In 
that delightful little lyric, 11 The Pasture," he says: 
11 1 'm going out to fetch the little calf 
That's standing by the mother. It's so young, 
. p .. Fro~: ; t :~:::: -:~iie:t~l~:~~c~~h:1 ~:,, hi: :~i:e ~~:~ ~p;g~ i57 j " 
' 2 • · .A Further Range- A Blue Ribbon at Amesbury-page ~ I 
3. Ibid. The Pasture-page'l (\ 
II ,, 
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How typical of Mr. Frost to paint with those few strokes such 
a picture of a helpless new-born calf that he is going to 
11 fet ch" in and care for! He is worried about the colt in "The 
Runaway" that has been left out in the pastu:r·e during a snow-
storm and wonders where his mother is. "He can 1t be out alone," 
and then he reproves his master for leaving him out thel'e in 
these lines: 
''Whoever it is that leaves him out so late, 
V1hen other creatures have gone to stall and bin, 
Ought to be told to come and take him in. nl 
In addition to mentioning horses, oxen, cows, and chickens, he 
speaks of pigs and sheep. 
The conunon wild animals that he writes about are the wood-
chuck, rabbit, skunk, fox, deer, and bear. 
In his famous poem, ''Two Look at Two," two lovers who have 
been walking up a mountainside at dusk pause by an old wall be-
fore starting their downward climb. At that moment 
11 A doe from round a spruce stood looking at them 
Across the wall, as near the wall as they. 11 ~ 
Mr. Frost senses her emotions and says that there was no fear 
in her clouded eyes because 11 she seemed to think that two thus 
they were safe, then ·she passed unscared along the wall. 11 The 
lovers think that this is all when A buck appears "across the 
wall." The poet says that the buck 
"Viewed them quizically with jerks of head 
1
: As if to ask, ''Why don't you make some motion? 1 
24 
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1 Then he too passed unscared along the wall. 11 2 L_ 
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I 11 a rmtual understanding or a com.."llon bond between the pairs of !\ 
II levers • \1 
:.:r. Prost gives us nlso a vivid description of another \\ 
I 
'i'lild animal, the bear, as she is 11making her cross-country in \I 
the fall. 11 This animal, unlike the deer, is seldom seen except ~~ 
in the dense forest. '1'he poet says that 11 her next step rocks a 1\ 
bould.er on the vmll 11 and 11her f:reat \·veiEht crec.:'-ks the barbed-
I 
wire in its staples." '.t'hon he shovm aguin his lceen ob::ervation! 
I 
v;hen he says that she leaves "on one wire tooth a lock of 
\\ as she flings over the fence. 
hair nl) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
This same observation is directed to even the smallest 
creatures. He nentions mice, sna1re s, 
spiders, bats, frogs, toads, turtles, 
fireflies, butterflies, lj' 
ants, moths, wasns, bees, l 
\I 
i and hornets. us that he 
11 scared In one of his noerns, he tells 
, a bricht green snalce 11 2 v,'hen he vv"as mowing; an~ in another, he 
is afraiC. that the field mouse vlill 11gircll e u3 his young orchard. j 
I 
Ho is thorou~·'hly acquain tee: with the 'oat 1 s 11mute antics n as he i 
I 
:9irouette s with 11 nurblind haste; n4 and ·when the fireflies \\ 
I a~Jpear, he likens them to stars, v1hich, 11 tho~;h they never equaljj 
stars in size, 11 'achieve at tir:ces a very star-like start."5 :I I 
He knows where to find_ the froGs--in 111;yla bl'Ook 116 or wherever 
the ground is 11 low and 1-vet 117--and relates an experience of his 
vri th them: 
11
'l'he frocs that v;ere pee pin[~ a thousand shrill 
Vvberever the cround was lov,r and v1et, 
~ -
-. ~ -- -
1. Frost, ~ Hobert-Collected · Poeiils-'l'he Bear-pare 347 
2. Ibid. nowin,z-pa~:e 25 
1
3. Ibid. Good-Bye and I:eep Co ll -page 
4. Ibid.?. Pea Brush-oage 154 ~aitinG-page 20 
5._Ibig. - 0'ifeflies1 in t~e1 Garden--ra0.:c !16~ Tf5H,. By o. Brooc-pare 'l~ ~. ,,_ 306 
The minute they heard my step v1ent ~till 
To watch me and see what I came to get ."1 
He must enjoy their singing because he says it is "like ghost 
of sleigh bells. n2 
He must also enjoy \':ntching butterflies since he gives us 
a beautiful picture oi' them in three poems: 11 Blue-Butterfly 
Day," 11 Range Finding, 11 and 11 My Butterfly." In the first, he 
speaks of the butterflies that precede the flowers in spring. 
"But these are flowers that fly and all but sing 
And now from having ridden out desire 
They lie closed over in the wind and cling 
Vihere wheels have freshly sliced the April mire. 11 3 
This picture is especially vivid against the dark background. 
In the second, a bullet has struck a flower and 
11 A butterfly its fall had dispossessed 
A moment sought in air his flower of rest, 
Then lightly stooped to it and fluttering clung."4 
Could any picture be more beautiful than this--a delicate butter1 
fly still clinging to the flower with a broken stem? In the 
third, he says: 
11 
•••• when I was distraught 
And could not speak, 
Sidelong, full on my cheek, 
Vfuat should that reckless zephyr fling 
But the wild touch of thy dye-dusty wing! 
I found that wing broken to-day! 
1. Frost, 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
Robert-Collected Poems-Pea Brush-page 154 
Hyla brook-page 149 
Blue-Butterfly Day-page 277 
Range Finding-page 159 
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or thou art dead, I said, 
And the strange birds say. 
- ---: -- -_ :--··_- --·- -~ _::-----.·- -- _---- - -~----
I found it with the withered leaves 
Under the ea.ves. 11 1 
It is interesting to note that Mr. Frost received his first 
recognition because of this poem, which was sent to tho 
lndependent in 1894. In a letter written by the Indiana poet, 
kaurice Thompson, to William Hayes Ward, editor, he says in 
regard to the poem: "It has :some secret genius between the 
lines, an appeal to sympathy lying deep in one's sources of 
tenderness. "2 
His keen observation of small creatures is apparent in 
11 The White-tailed Hornet. 11 .Although this poem is really 
satirical and symbolical, I shall cite it because of the 
nccurate knowlede;e Ivlr. FPost gives us of the hornet. He seys 
that it "lives in a balloon;· that floats against trH; ceiling of 
the wood shed 11 r.nd thti. t the 11 exit 11 of it is like the (pupil of a 
. t - " po~n eo. gun. 'l'hen he shows how he must have watched these 
creatures ~hen he says that they come out like a bullet, only 
"having povver to change their aim :Ln flight, 11 they are 11mor·e 
unerrine; 11 3 than one. 
This same observation is appBrent in another poeia, which 
is n1so syrnboli ca.l, 11Departmental11 or 11 'l'he End of My Ant Jenny;11 
but I shell take it as an example of Mr. Pr·ost 's exact knowl-
edge of an ant. He E::Xp1ains to us how ants carry their• dead. 
=c=L~c=~·::e::;:~;e;_~::t:_::;;;c~-~~ . _ =c~=·····--
i 1. Frost, Hobert-Collected Poems-My Butterfly-page 41 
2 • Th9ro:oso,n,, Mauric.e-Re.cop:nition Q~ H h 1~ ' 
3 · Frost:, I{ooert- fi .r·ur cne'I" rtange-1ne Bn!te-¥;R~~~CIPfi6l\n~t-pf: ge 
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~eizes the deed by the middle,· 
And heaving him high in sir, 
Carries him out of there."l 
II 
:, q 
I' 
i In another poem, 11 The Vantage Point;' he tells us that he likes ~~ 
to sit on a hillside and 11 look into the crnter of the ant.n 
This poem. may well sum up Itlr. l''rost's interest in all natUl'e: 
11 11' tired of trees I seek e.gain mankind, 
VJell 1 know where to hie me--in the dawn, 
'l'o a slope where the cattle keep the lawn. 
There amid lolling juniper reclined, 
Myself' unseen, I see in white defined 
Far off the homes of men, and farther still, 
The graves- of men on an opposing hill, 
Living or dead, whichever are to mind. 
And if by noon I have too much of these, 
I have but to turn on my arm and lo, 
The sun-burned hillside sets my face aglow, 
lvly breathing shakes the bluet like a breeze, 
I smell the earth, I smell the bruised plant, 
I look into the crater of the ant. "2 
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'I All of these phases or nature, M1•. Prost plr,ces against a j! 
II natural commonplace background. 
li lif II, e on a. New England farm, with the exception of his shor,t I I! ~~~~ :::.:: :::::::. :et::r:;::::r~~: ::::~:::::,~:: ::1:: land-~~ 
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I 1. Frost, Robert-A li'urther Range-Departmental-page 34 l/ 
j 2. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-'l1he Vantage Point-page 24 i~. 
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Since he has lived all his 
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c ·1 '~ ~~~~ ai'f ord s . ~a~kg;o~d ~; ~e~ ~i~~ ~ ~ r- p~~ 0~~ ~~~~:r- : {~ ~~ 8 . ' !L_ ~' I poems, whether narrative or lyric. 
What could be more natural than that pictu:e·: which he 
p;i ve s us of' the lofty mountain ttth:::i r; held the town as in a. 
shadow!" As he goes on to describe it,he sa:rs: 
"I noticed that I missed stars in ·che west, 
Where its black bod~! cut into the sky. 
Near me it seemed: I felt it like a wall 
Behind v1hi ch I was sheltered from a wind • 11 1 
Anyone who hn s ever lived under the shadow of the mountains 
C[nnot fai 1 to realize their protection nnd help, 11 their shelter 
from the wind • 11 1 
At a little nearer viev;, v;e see the upland pasture covered 
with mullein stalks and hardhack [.nd "a dry ravine that emerged 
from tho boughs into the pasture. 11 Could any country scene be 
more commonplace than this? 
Then still noarer,we get a picture that is very different 
from the bare pasture land, a beautiful picture of a meadow. 
11 A saturated meadow 
Sun-shaped and jewel small, 
A circle scarcely wider 
Than the trees around were tall; 
Where winds were quite excluded 
And the air was stifling sweet 
~itn the breath of many flowers,--
A temple of the heat." 
l 
i 
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1 Boro c:ring it, is e river ·_.:.· :;+ ~ -~- -:::_ --=---- -..:::-- -.::-~-:_-;.,_··:....-....:;.. -~-: :_-:.._ __ ·::..:..-=..:. -~---·~. -----:.... . ...::-...:..:.:.:: bed Lhr·t 11 i s left a faded pHper sheet 
of dead leaves stuck together by the heat 11 bec~3Use nby June our :! 
I brook 1 s run out; oi' song r-1nd speed. 1ll 'l'hen we may come. upon an :: 
/ old weether-beaten cottage: [' 
11 Among tar-banded ancient cherry trees, 
Set well back fl'Om the :r:·oad in rank lodged grass, 
A front with just n door between two windows, 
Fresh painted by the :shower a velvet black. tt2 
I 
H 
1\ 
'I 
II 
j! 
1: 
II ,. ,, 
I• p 
,I 
I; Such a house as this, an old story and a half house with a door· l; 
r 
in the center and a. window on either side, is ver~r common in the!i 
country although there are usually purple lilac bushes in the 
l ~ 
!I 
I· L 
1: 
li front ~yard instead of cherry trees. ·1 
Or we may see only an old chinmey standing alone, all that ~~ 
is left of a. house thst hns burned down. But the barn, that lj 
li the flames did not succeed in reaching because the \'dnd did not p 
blow in that direction, is still standing across the r·oad. 
uuo more it opened Vlith oll one end 
For teams ths.t come by the stony road 
'ro drum on the floor vd th scurr:ring hoofs 
And brush the mow with the summer load. 
The birds that came to it through tho air 
At broken windows flew out and in • 11 3 
How familinr this scene is, the old tumble-down barn with all 
the windows broken and the swallows that have built their nest 
under the eaves f'lyL"lg in and out. 
At the close of the day,hlr. Prost takes us beside an old 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected 
2. Ibid. 
3. Ibid. 
Poems-Hyla. Brook-page 149 
The Black Cottage-page 74 
The Need of Being Versed in 
Country Things-page 300 
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cellar-hole 11 with purpled ste.r·'·,1ec1' "'l'lu' b · 11 ---- ---
li " rasp err·les growinp; 
wild around it. Ruined fences cove.r·ed with gPape vines sep~i-
:r·a te the meadmv 1' rom the woods. The Ol'chard is all e;rown up, 
vnd 11 the footpath down to the well is h·~aled • 11 Of this scene, 
"I dVJell with a strangely aching heaPt 
In thr•t vanished abode there far apart 
On th8t disused and forgotten ro:.1d 
Tha.t has no dust-bath now for the toad."l 
1~ot only does !iir. Frost give us pictures of the landscape 
in surnnf;(.er but in every other season of the year. In fact, a. 
great many of his poems have seasonal backgrounds. In 11 Good 
Hours" he tells us: 
11 l hsd for my winter evening walk--
Ho one at all v1ith v;hom to telk, 
but I had the cottages in a row 
il Up to their shining eyes in snow. n2 
I Anyone who has spent a winter in New Hampshire or Vermont wil..L 
I 
appreciate the lass line as the snow is usually very deep there. 
The winters used to be more severe than they are now, and it 
was not unusual to have the snow piled up to the windows. 
In that beautiful lyric, "Stopping by Woods on a bnowy 
Eveninr;," he tells about stopping his horse beside a frozen 
lake to "watch the wocds fill up with snow ."3 
He has painted many beautiful spring scenes also. One of 
them is the 11 0rchard ·white, like nothing else by day, like 
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- 1. Frost, Robel't -Collected Poems-'1'he Ghost J.iouse-pb:':e 6 
2. Ibid. Good Hours-p8ge · 
3. Ibid • Stopping by \ioods on a Snowy 
Evening-page 275 
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! ghosts by night. 11 1 In contrast to this picture is that sombel' 
autumnal one of 11 'l'he desolate, deserted trees, 
The faded earoth, the heavy sky. 11 2 
Ivh·. Feuillerat says: 11 I~,rost never tires of desc1•ibing the 
characteristic landscape of th&t part of New Englend: pasture 
lands invaded by blueberry bushes and cut into b~! swamps, 
orchards pl2nted with apple trees, roads CUl'Ving along the side 
of hills, and, scattered about in the distance, wooden houses, 
I 
standing out agBinst the immaculate blue of the sky, their back-! 
i 
ground the gently undulating line of those hills which, as fnr 
as Vermont, lie in par-allel lines one behind another chastely 
clothed in che dark rnentle of their fir trees. 11 3 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-A Prayer in Spring-p8gel7 
2. Ibid. l:.1y Hovember Guest-page 8 
3 • .B'euillerat, Albert-necognition of Robert Frost-page 269 
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CHAPTEH IV 
'l'HE COMMONPLACE PEOPLE IH HIS PO:El1lS 
Besides being interested in nature in its various common-
place phases, Mr. Frost is vi tally inte:t•ested in human nature 
and has made it also one of the chief subjects of his poems.· 
Since his everyday life has been spent among country people, 
these are the people who fill his pages, not the city fa1k1 or 
famous historical cha1•acters, but the commonplace farmer•s and 
their wives and their hired laborers. They are the country 
people of the generation thet has past, whom Mr. F'rost knew 
well through his daily contacts with them. 
Before the advent of the automobile, the little farm com-
munities were completely isolfJted from the rest of the world, 
~ I 
and people naturally led narrow lives. If they lived on 11 back :1 
') 
,, 
farms 11 as the more remote farms were called, in the vlinter, they,\ 
·! 
were snow-bound and couldn't get out; in the sumLJ.er, they were 'I 
'I 
1 too busy. 'i'he women were more confined than the men because 
they hed to live and work within the four walls of the farm-
i house. Very seldom could they get to the village. In the 
spring, the men were too busy with their spring plowing to d1~i ve 
them down, Bnd in the sunuuer, they were busy either with the 
haying or later with the harvest in;::; of their c.eops so that they 
could neither go nor spare the team long enou,;;h for the women 
themselves to drive down. Because of this, their lives were 
very monotonous and even grim. r.rhe;r had to work long hours 
33 
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from early morning until 
doubly h&rd because they 
have today. Without elect:d city and all the other modern im-
provements and comforts to lighten their burdens, they lived 
lives of toil and drudgery. Such are the people so accustomed 
to hardships and the tragedy of' living whom l\1r. Frost depicts 
in his poems. 
\.e have every evidence that he likeG these people, is 
interested in the small affairs that make up their lives, and 
shows a spil"i t of friendliness and neighborliness toward them. 
l-Ie tells us in his poem, 11 A Time to 1.Palk 11 : 
• 
11~Vhen a friend calls. to me from the road 
And slows his horse to a. meaning walk, 
I don't stand still end look around 
On all the hills I haven't hoed, 
No, not as there is a time to talk. 
I thrust my hoe in a mellow ground, 
Blade-end up Bnd five feet tall, 
And plod; I go up to the stone wall 
For r friendly visit."l 
jl 
I 
' 
I 
I 
J, 
I 
' 
In "Mending Wall, 11 he takes a deep interest in his neighbor and .
1
1
1 
tries to be friendly. In the spring when he nnd his neighbor 
q 
meet to repair their stonev~all, he cannot understand why the I 
work is necessary, since they have no cows to wall in or· out. / 
"He is all pine and I am apple orchard. I 
My apple trees wi~l never get across II 
-===c- "'-'"-,-- ---:-_i-\rl,d __ e_a_t ___ ~)::l_~ __ C_Qge __ s, ~n<ie~ _his pines, I tell 1lim."2 . ,~~ 
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"Good fences make good neighbors." 
I He V!ould like to be neighborly and he soliloquizes: 
" ••• Before I built a wall I'd ask to know 
Vv1wt I was walling in or walling out, 
And to whom I was like to give offence. 
Something there is that doesn't love a ~all, 
ri'hnt vrants it dovm. rrl 
But the rr.cntal- botmd farmer, whose chief characteristics are 
stubbornness and devotion to routine, will not comDly with his 
vdshes. He keeps on mending fence. !tr. Frost would like to 
have him see for himself the futility of it, but he kno':. s tha·t 
he won't. Then he says: 
11Ee moves in darlmess as it seems to me 
Not of V'/oocls only and the shade of trees. 
He will not go beyond hi2 father's sayinc."l 
This narrow-minded man is so bouncl down to tradition ths.t he 
must do exactly as his ancestorf3 have alvmys done. He is a 
very com·non tyne of Yankee farmer. 
~r. Frost is also friendly with the lackadaisical farmer 
1 • .F'rost, 
2. Ibic1. 
This far:ner is somewho.t like the n:!~hbor. 
hobert-Collecto0 Poems-~endin~ ~all-page 47 
'..l'he r.;ountain-paf;e 56 
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is familiar with this picture. As the poet talks with / 
I 
reveals that he has heard of a spring on the "top, tip, I 
country 
I him, he 
i 
i top of the mountain," but he has never climbed it to see for 
I himself'. He says: 
"It doesn't seem so much to climb a mountain 
You've worked arom1d the foot of all your life. 
What would I do? Go in my overalls, 
With a big stick, the same as when the cows 
Haven't come down to the barn at milking time? 
Or with a shot gun for a stray black bear? 
11'wouldn 't seem real to climb for climbing it ."1 
It is characteristic of country people of Hew Hampshire and 
Vermont never to do anything just for the sake of doing it. 
That would seem foolish. They must always have a purpose in 
I doin,o; as they do. Certainly both of these characters are 
l typical connnonplace farmers who have no curiosity at all and 
seem as if congealed by their habits. 
Mr. Frost is interested, too, in ''rrhe Gum Gatherer," who 
overtakes him on a mountain road in the early morning, and be-
comes friendly with him. As they proceed together on their 
five-mile walk to the village, the$ chat in a neighborly way. 
"And for my telling him whe:ee I 1d been 
And where I live in mountain land 
To be com' ng home the way I was, 
.tie told me a litL;le about himself."2 
He says that he is taking spruce gum to the village to sell. 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-The Mountain-page 56 
2. Ibid. The Gum Gatherer-pagel76 
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'l'his commonplace man is somewhat like the ox-teamster. He lives 
an easy-going, unhurried life and is perfectly satisfied to 
gather gum and take it to the marlcet whenever he feels like it. 
All three of these encounters of Mr. Frost, first with his 
neighbor, then 'i" ith the ox-teamste:.:•, and finally with the gum 
gatherer show how deepl:'! interested he is in all l~inds of common I 
place country people and also how neighborly he is with them. 
He is friendly with all whom he meets. 
In ''After Apple-Pickine;, 11 l\'Ir. F1•ost gives us a different 
picture of a farmer, yet he is typical just the same. This time 
it is the hardworking farmer wllo is utterly exhausted after 
picking apples all day. He says: 
"My instep arch not only keeps the e.che, 
It; keeps the pressure of a ladder-round . 
• • • I am overtired of the great hsrvest 
I myself desired • 11 1 
When he falls asleep, he even d1•eams of picking apples. The 
farmer's life is, indeed, hard. 
!I I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
VJe have a shrewd, thrifty farmer portrayed in 11 l3lueberri es !'j 
Loren, the farmer, has a large family, and in berrying season I 
they all pick ber1•ies, a great many of which they btore away 
and the rest the·J sell to 11 buy shoes for their feet • 11 But they 
pick :i..n the Patterson's pasture every year as though they own 
it, and once when Loren was asked if he knew whe2e there were 
any berries, 
11 The rascal, he said he 1d be glnd 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-After Apple Picking-pa~~e 88 
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To tell if he knew. But the year had been bad, 
There had been some ber.cies--but those were all gone •11 1 
II This occurrence is very common in berrying season in the 
'j countr·y. In fact, if one wants berries, he knows that he will 
have to hunt for them himself. It does not pay to ask about 
them since there are so many people like Loren. 
Perhaps the most conunonplace country cho.r•acter of all is 
the hired man whom Mr. Frost has portrayed in tvvo of his poems, 
nThe Death of the Hired Man 11 2 and 11 The Code, "3 a.J.,though the 
pictures are entirely different. In 11 The Death of the Hired 
~.~an, 11 which li~r. Untermeyer says is 11 one of the finest genre 
pictures of our time,'' 4 the hired man is portrayed indirectly. 
He is a ·worn-out incompetent, the ne'er-do-well, who is always 
going to accomplish great things but never does. Vfuen he is 
needed most, he leaves. This seems to be the way with "hired 
men. 11 
In 11 'l'he Code, 11 ·we get the other· picture. 'rhis time the 
hired man works hard, and he resents having the farmer make him 
do more. It is because of this that he buries 11 0ld Sanders" in 
the hay. rrhis gives us an excellent idea of the 11 .i okes 11 thct 
these crude people play on one another. The hired man is bold 
and impudent and shows disrespect for 11 0ld Sanders," but that 
was typical because the hired men used to be tl'eated as one of 
the family. In the same poem we get still.another picture of a 
hard working farmer. 'l'he speaker snys of him: 
11 1 couldn't find 
\! 
.I 
'I I ~ 
:I 
I 
II 
II 
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That he kept any hours--not for himself. 
Daylight and lantern-light were one to him; 
I 1ve heard him pounding in the barn all night . 11 1 
And then he makes known a common characteristic of hardworking 
farmers when he says: 
"But what he liked was someone to encourl3ge. 
Them thBt he couldn't lead he 1d get behind 
And drive, the way you can, you know, in mowing--
Keep at their heels and threaten to mow their legs off. 11 l 
VJhen they work hard, they expect everyone around them is going I! 
I 
to ·,·.;ork just as hard as they do. I 
In 11 The Self-Seeker, 11 2 .Mr. Frost introduces us to a farmer 1 
who is a lover of wild flowers. This man is not bitter toward 
II the world, even though his lif'e is such a tragedy. As he lies 
I in bed, he plans for the future since the fir:n has promised him 
all the shooks that he can-na.il. lilr. Frost is always sympa.-
thetic and kind, and he shows his own feelings when he has the 
Broken One say that money cannot pay for the loss of his v.'ild 
flowers. He accepts the small sum of five-hundred dollars as 
compense.tion because 11 it 1s thPt or fight, 11 and he doesn't want 
to fight. Here is a man who, like Mr. Frost, knows 11 all the 
flowers of every kind everywl-Jere in this region. 11 2 He shows 
tr>e'i1endous courage and stoicism, which are traits of New England 
character. 
In dealing with these COIUl:lOn country people, Mr. I<'!'Ost is 
always tender; he nlways cares. This is especially noticeable 
39 
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I fihen :1e depicts old age and youth in "an ;;~ 1"~~~ ·~ r;i:;:~,:~~~~t'1,,~-
1 and in 
11 1
0ut, 0ut-- '" 2 , respectively. In the fOl'mer, he e;ives \ 
., 
1 
us a picture of a lonely old man. This, I think, is the mos~ 
I 
pathetic portrait of the cormnonplB ce country farmer that he has I 
drawn for us. As we . see him 11 clomping'' a.round in his big 
isolated far'Ulhouse all alone, we realize how or:.,ve and coura-
He l ;ves here in this vJa :_r because he doesn't want geous he is. .J... 
to be a burden to anyone. Mr. Frost shows us how much he 
the old man in the last lines of the poem when he says: 
pities 1 
11 0ne aged man--one man--can't fill a house, 
A farm, a countryside, or if he can, 
It 1 s thus he does it of a winter night • 11 1 
'I'his is a common picture in Vermont, since the country people 
are often so proud that they prefer to live alone to being de-
pendent on their children or relatives. 
11e delineates a young boy in n 'Out Out-- 111 who has been 
helping his father saw wood all day: 
11 And the saw snarled and rattled, snarled and rattled, 
As it ran light, or had to bear a load 
And nothing happened: day -vvas all but done • 11 2 
When he tells us that he wishes they had called it a day and 
stopped to plense the bo;r b7 giving him the half hour 11 that a. 
boy counts so much when- saved fl"'Om work, 11 we realize his 
tenderness. .Later• he delineates the boy further by saying, 
11
Bi g boy, doing a man 1 s work, though a child at heart. n2 
In these few words we know that his sympathy goes out to this 
II 
I 
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11 
who has to doD man's work on the farm. Mr•. Frost's 
delineation of commonplace country far•m people v:ould not be 
complete ·without this, because every country boy who is brought 
up on a farm knows what it is to do hard work. 
I 
Still another port:rai t of a fermer. 
in the poem, "Brown's Descent, 11 1 VJho ls a 
I 
This tilae it is Brown 1 
typicel Yankee for·mer .\ 
I 
He is a man of very fev1 words. 
I most of it. When he took his vlilly-nilly slide on the crust 
li d to t·,he ro,,d, all t'nat he said vw s: from his hill fnrrn own c.o. 
I 111Well--I--be--'" 
1\n standing in. the r i vo1~ r'oud, 
He looked ba6k up the slippery slope 
(Two miles it was) to his abode." 
"Then shook his lantern, saying, 'Il's 
'Bout out! 1 and took the long vJa;r home 
By road, a matter of several miles. nl 
In regard to these Yankees,- Mr. Frost himself says; upon being 
asked· if our stock is petered out: 
11 Yankee s are ·what they always were • 11 
Now I shall discuss some of the commonplace country women 
in 1Ir. Frost 1s poems. Jessie Rittenhouse says that 11Frost has 
an insight into the lives of women not to ue matched by any 
poet of our day. u2 He portrays a farmer's wife in 11 '1.1he Death 
Of The Hired Man 11 3 whose chief characteristics are kindliness 
and sympathy. When she finds the old man huddled against the 
I. 
il 
=J b_a~~--d-=~~-~~-~:~~-~~~gs_ ~im to ___ th~ house and gi_ve~ ~-=m _:e~. _Th~~- _____ _ 
l. ~rost, Robert-COl~ected Po~m~-Brown 1 s Descent-page 173 
2 • Rittenhouse,_ Je ss~e -He cogm .. t~on of no bert Prost -page 247 
3 • Frost, "Rober<t- Jollected Poems-1l'he Death of the Hired I~la.n-49 
she tries to have him smoke and converse with ner. As soon as 
her husband comes, she begs him to be kind, and later relates: 
11 
•••• He hurt my heart the Viay he lay 
And rolled his head on that shar·p-edged chair-back. 
I 
He wouldn't let me put him on the lounge •••• 
I made the bed up for him there tonight."l 
I It is then that she lays bare her soul to us. 
I 
This v; omen is 
I typical of the majority of CO:trh'110nplace country women. In their 
isolation, they learn to be very motherly and kind. 
Mr. Frost is so well acqu~Jinted with the griefs and sorrows 
of these lonely farm women who: spend their lives on i solB-ted 
hill farms that he has given us three different pictures of them1 
in the following poems: 11 Home .burial,t€ttA Servant to .Servants,' 
and 11 The Hill Wife. 114 Ee shows extreme tendernes;;; tovw.rd each 
one of them. In the first, we see a young mother who is beside 
herself with grief becauslj s -.e has lost her baby. In her 
trouble she turns against her husband, and as she stands on the 
stairs and watches him dig the grave on the horne place, she can-
not understand how he could do it and she says: 
11 I thought, \:·;ho is Ghat man? I didn't know you." 
And then: 
"I heard your rumbling voice 
Out in the kitchen, and I don't know why, 
But I went nenr to see with my mvn eyes. 
You could sit there with the stains on your> shoes 
Of the fresh earth from your own ba.iJy 1 s gruve. 
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2. Ibid • Home Burial-page 69 
3. Ibid· A Servant to .::>ervauts-page 82 
4. Ibid. The Hill Wife-page 160 
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And talk about your own concerns, 
You stood the spade up against the wall 
Outside there in the entry for I saw it ."1 
Half-crazed, she will not listen to her husband as he tries to 
comfort her and cries out: 
"I must go-- somewhere out of tr·li s house. How can I make 
you--nl 
When she opens the door to lee.ve, her husband, not realizing 
her distorted mental condition snys in utter despair: 
11 I 111 follow and bring you back by force. I will."l 
Only Mr. Frost, '.:who knows hmv grief and lonely environment react 
upon poor farmers 1 wives, could possibly give us such a. picture.) 
The second portrait, which we see in 11 A Servant to 
Servants," is of an overworked farmer's wife. 'l'hrougrl r1er con-, 
versation with a camper who is camping on her husband's farm, 
we learn about her life. She is completely wor·n out vlith the 
housework and its grinding monotony and says: 
11 It 's l'est I want--there, I have saia. it out--
From cooking meals for hungr•y hired ltlen 
A ... Yld w&.shing dishes after them--f:t'Onl doina b 
Things over and over that just VJon 't sto.y dono. 11 2 
Then she reveals that she has been insane once and committed to 
the State Asylum. Now she fears a recurrence of the malady, 
which is hereditary, since her father's brother was a ~nving 
maniac. As she goes on with this gruesome story, she says that 
when her mother came into the household as a bride, she had to 
'"='-'"7:: ,=---=:~-
·! care 
'barn 
11 I 1 spose I've got to go the road I'm going: 
Other folks have to, and v:,ly shouldn't 1?11 1 
! If Mr. Frost did not have an intense interest in people and 
I! sympathy for them, he never could have dro.vm such a tragic I I 
picture of a poor corru::1onplDce country VJOman, suffering because I 
of circumstances beyond her control. He writes as one who knows\ 
the very depths of human suffering. 
The third picture in this group is the young fa.rmwife in 
"The Hill Wife." This time she is not overburdened with work; 
in fact, she doesn't have enough to keep her busy, but she is a 
victim of her environment. It is so lonely for he:r', since she 
has no c:nildren, that she goes into the fields with her husband 
to watch him work. Once she strayed away to break a bough of 
black alder and went so far that she sce:r•cely heard :-lim when he 
called her. She hid and he never found her. 
11 Sudden and swift and light as that the ties gave 
And he learned of finalities 
Beside the grave."2 
Hot only does lii.r. Frost pity the young woman but he also pities 
the husband, yet his pathos is restrained as it always is. He 
is so much a student of psychology that he can draw pictures of 
1 
men nnd women in such a 'ilay thL.t we are able to trace the 
'i motives that make them act as they do, 
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I. 
some one else. 1l'he other woman in "The Fear" is continually 
haunted by a guilty conscience. She has left her husband and 
is living with another man, but she is in constant fear of 
meeting her husband. 
In these last two pictures, I'1I1•. Frost shows thot he ~tlso 
s~n:npathize s with people e;oing through the ap;on~r of moral suf-
fering as well as mental. 
He has written many more poems a·lJOUt people, soms of which 
are "The Black Cottage," 11 The Vanishing Red,u "snow," "Maple,u 
"Pa.ul's Wife," "Two Witches," and 11 'iVJo Tramps in Mud Time." 
In regard to his characters, a critic hn.s said, 11 The 
character::> of his poems are native to New England. Against the 
background of the austere 1:~ew Hampshire hills, the native 
farming folk stand out with surprisine; clarity. Theirs is no 
easy lot, for they must wrest a livelihood from the stubborn, 
depleted soil, out there is a dignity to these people that 
raises them above tho degradation that we find mirrored in so 
much of our recent literature. They are neighborly people, 
il 45 
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thoughtful, shrewd, often witty in a dry Yankee vmy. lY.t 1'. }'rest 
does not suppress -che darker side of their lives; he shows 
those who sre imperfect und frustrated; he pr•esents their grief, 
1 and terror, and stark tragedy. It may be a gray Hew England, 
1 but there are in it redeeming elements; not the least of these 
i~ the dauntless spirit thnt meets adversity without whining 
I
I and weakly yielding. " 1 
Thus we see that he enjoys telling us about the COTIL.!l.Onplace 
country farmers, and he likes to tell us auout their commonplace 
country tasks. Besides, theL::• tasks are his, as he is a farmer 
himself. He has devoted several entire poems to the subject of 
farming, and has mentioned, at least, every kind of farm ViOl'k 
fx•om spring plowing and sowing the seed to harvesting the crops 
and doing the winter chores. 
Starting with the early spring, he tells in two poems 
al;out farmers making maple sugar. In one, "Evening in a Sugar 
Orchard," he gives us a picture of a farmer in the process of 
making the sugar, and he bids him "to leto1ve the pan end stoke 
the arch. 11 This expression shows that he must be thoroughly 
acquainted with sugar-making. Then he gives us a picture of the · 
orchard with every tree tapp Erl when he says: . 
11 The moon though slight was moon enough to show 
On every tree a bucket with a lid. u2 
In the poem, ttMaple, 11 he says: 
" 1 ••••••••••••••• map es 
:i (I 
tl 
!t 
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l 
the stonewall because tl1e frost 11 sends t:tJJ.e, frozen-er>ound-swell 1 
under it, and spills the upper boulders in the sun; 11 1 and then 
they cle~m out the pasture spring. Mr. Frost speaks of the 
I 
latter as a personal experience which he enjoys, and invites us; 
to go with him. 
11 I 1m going out to clean the pasture spring; 
I'll only stop to rake the leaves away 
{And wait to watch the water clear, I may): 
!I 
d 
il 
tl 
:/ 
I 
'I II 
II 
II What 
I! that 
•I 
!i 
II 
I sha 'n 1t be gone long.--You come too. 112 
a homely commonplace task! Yet it is so pleasant to him 
i 
'I 
'I 
:.I 
Another phase of the spring work of these farmers is sawing:\ 
he wants others to s~are it. 
I 
I 
end splitting the wood that they have "got up 11 durin:~ ·the 
!I 
winte:c~i 
In two poems, "The Self-Seeker"3 E-i.-il. 111 0ut, Out-- 111 ,4 which I !j 
have mentioned before in cormection with the farmers themselves,:! 
:I 
I 
1 the poet speaks of this kind of labor·. In both of them he vmnts;i 
I 
I 
1 us to listen to the sound of the saws as the farmers are oper-
ating them, and he says in the first, 
"You can hear the small buzz saws whine, the bip; savv 
Caterwaul to the hills around the villa?,e 
As they both bite the ~ood. 11 
j Then :ne adds, 
i 
I 11 It 1 s all our music. 11 3 
In the latter, 
11The buzz-saw snarled and rattled in the yard 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected 
2. Ill5..d. 
3. Ibid. 
4. Ibid. 
·-
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The Pasture-p~~e· 1 
The Self-Seeker-pave I . . . ~ Ou~, Out--p8Ge 171 
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And made dust and dro1Jped stove-lene;t11 sticks of \'Jood, 1 
I 
Sweet-scented stuff where the breeze drew across it • 11 1 I 
I 
,j Hel'e, besides hearing the noise, he wis!Jes us to enjoy the odor 
I of the "sweet-scented'' lumber as it is being sawed. 
In 11 '1\'Jo 'rrarnps in Mud 'l'ime," he relates his own experience 
in splitting wood. He is enjoying the task when two tr•amps 
appear, apparently to take over the work for pay. He resigns toll 
them because they need the money, but he vtould have liked to do 
outl
1 
it himself. Although it is necessary work, he gets pleasure 
of doing it, and says: 
11 0nly where love and need are one, 
And the work is pay for mortal stakes, 
Is the deed ever really done 
For Heaven and the future 1 s sakes ."2 
This is his philosophy of labor. 
As soon as this kind of task is finished, I.ir. F'rost says 
that the farmers have to begin their plowing in preparation for 
planting, and in his poem, 11 The Star-Splitter, 11 he gives an 
account of this particular work when he snys that 11he moved the 
rocks to plow the ground and plowed between the rocks he 
couldn't move • 11 3 Could anything be more typical of the hurd 
work on a stony side-hill farm. 
Vihen it comes to spring planting, he gives us his own ex-
perience flgain in the poem, 11 Putting in the Seed. 11 4 He enjoys 
planting the ''smooth beHn Bnd v1rinkled pea 11 so much that he is 
a "slave to a springdme passion for the earth; 11 vnd lnter he 
1. l''rost 1 
2. Frost, 
3. Prost 1 
4. Ibid. 
Robert-Collected Poems-'Out, Out 1 --page 171 
Rouert··H. Further Range-'l'wo T1•amps in Mud Time-page 16 
Robert-Collected Poems-The ~tar-Splitter-page 21~ 
Putting in the Seed-page 155 · 
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delights in watching the seeds spring up: 
11 l:iow Love burns through the Putting in the seed 
On through the watching for that 0vrly birth 
When just as the soil tarnishes with weed, 
The sturdy seedline: with arched body comes 
Shouldering its way and shedding the earth crumbs."l 
After a long tedious winter, the farmers rejoice at the newness 
II 
I 
of life, that rebirth of all nature in the spring. 11 
Then he tells us in 11 A Time to '£alk'.2 of hoeing those llills ~~ 
of beans and in 11 Pef:l Brush11 3 of getting birci"l boughs to bush 
his peas. He says: 
11 I walked down alone Sunday after church 
To the place where John has been cutting trees 
To see for myself about the birch 
He said I could have to bush my peas • 11 3 
Hot long after' this, it L. time to do the haying; and the 
poet has given us some very vivid pictures of this kind of 
labor. I think that he must enjoy it, especially,the mowing, 
because he has mentioned it so many times. He helps a farmer 
prepare for it by grinding the scythes on the grindstone. This 
is the account th8t he gives of it: 
''One summer day, all day l drove it hard, 
And someone mounted on it rode it hard, 
And he and l between us gPound H blade. 
I gave it the p:r•eliminary spin 
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And poured on vwter (tes.Ps it migllt have been); 
.~.nd when it almost gayly jumped and flowed, 
A Fathe.e-TLme-like man got. on and rode, 
Armed with a scythe."l 
When he begins to mo·.n, ve get the actual sound that the scythe 
make;=:, as he swine;s it into the grass. 
nrrhere was never a sound beside the v1ood but one, 
And thnt was my long scythe W!lispering to the ground. 11 1 
It seems to be whispering that 11 the fact is th~'3 sweetest dream 
that labor knows. 11 1 Such is the realism of Mr. Frost. 
In 11The 'l'uft of Plm•ei•s," he goes into the hayfield to turn 
over the grass after it has been moved b:r sor:teone else and he 
feels alone; but when he finds a tuft of flowers that the mower 
has spared, he says: 
11 
'Men work together·, 1 I told him from my heart, 
1Vli1ethe.c· they work together or apart. 111 2 
Here, he tells us of the joy and happiness in the compe.nionship 
of labor. 
Then Mr. Prost gives us a picture of the farmers 11 gatllering 
up Windrows'' and "piling cocks of ha.y." They 11 built the load, 11 
he sn:vs, "topped it off, 11 11 com-oed it down with a. rake, 11 and then 
drove with the "big jag''3 to empty it in the bay. 
After the haying is done, the farmers go berrying, and the 
poet has devoted one entire poem entitled n.blueberries"4 to 
t r~i s t a sk • 
'In the early fall, the harvesting is begnn., and in the 
!' 
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I porJT\11 11 T'1n I·1v 1~sJ·.-o-lt nl , .... F' t •t ~ v ~ _, 1.,.,1 ! , L.Ll • ros WrJ. es of digging potatoes. 
I 
In 11 After Apple-Picki.nc;, 11 which I have mentioned previously: 
tho far2:1er• is picY.:inp; c:..p1::les. He has t'1e "lon.~ two-pointed 
ladder sticking th1•ough a tree toward heaven, 11 and a barrel 
beneflth trw tr·ec, and he s~;yf:i: 
11 There ·were ten thousand 1'1•uit to touch, 
Cherish in hand, lift down, and not let fall, 
For all 
That struck the earth 
No matter if not bruised or spiked with stubble, 
Went surely to the cider-apple heap 
As of no worth • 11 2 
Mr. Fr•ost must have known this particular kind of l[·.bor per-
fectly or he could not have written the line, "cherished in 
hand, lift down, and not let fall. 11 2 
Another fe.ll task is gathering leaves, and the poet has I 
I 
written about that in his poew, "Gathering Leaves."3 The farmer) 
carries them in bags until he fills the whole shed. 
When vdnter comes, there are always the chores to be done. !! 
il What lnbor could be mo1•e commonplace than this: tnking care of q 
'I 
the cr:tt le, sheep, pigs, poult17, and doing the other menial j\ 
,I 
tasks around the barn. Mr. Frost has mentioned them ull. In i! 
"Birches,"4 he speaks of 11fetcidng the cows 11 and in "The 
Mountain, 11 5 of '\ni lking time. 11 In 11 The Housekeeper, n6 the 
houselwe per says: 
"Our hens nnd cows and pigs are always better 
II 
.. 
:; 
"I 
'I I. 
farrne£·'d 
I 
F 0 t Robert-Collected Poems-The Investment-357 1. r s , 
2. Ibid. After Apple-Picking-page 88 
3. Ibid. Gathering Leaves-page 290 
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4. Ibid. Birches-p-np;e 152 ") 
5 •• Ib}d···--~==============~Th~e-1-1o_u_nt_~_in~--p-8g~e~5~6-------------6 lb.1.a_ ~he Housekeeper~pa e 103 
!t 
I' II 'I 
1
1 1j 
11 ij 
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., 
In the poem, 11 Brovm's Descent, 11 2 the poet sho"Is t' 1 !I , us a pnr lCU nr ;1 
farmer, named Brown, doing his chores in VJinter ai'ter half-past ;) 
il 
three. 1'hus from one season to the other, the year around, the ':J 
Il
l farmer is busy with commonplace tasks. 
Mr. Russell Blankenship says of 1'tlr. F'rost: 
:I 
I 
;I 
11 He knows the II 
!' 
life of a New England fnrmer just as Hamlin Garland knows the 
I 
life of a Dakota farmer--because he has lived it. 'i'he easy ij 
fBmilie,ri ty \Vi tll which he handles his rustic material can never !I 
II 
Frost never sentimental-!! 
izes the i'act_.and never laments its pi'escnce. That it exists i 
quite be gained by the sum:--ner boarder. 
is enough. In a matter-of-fact fashion, with not the slightest 
outward show of affection or aversion, he tells of the comlllon-
il place happenings of c 'JWltry lite. He talks interestedly about il 
mending VH>ll, cleaning out the pa8ture spr-ing, apple picking, :1 
II 
1 
wood chopping, and sll the daily tasks of the Hew England farm, 11 
I and in every reference and ever'y s:rllable he gives evidence thatl1 
!I 
he knows intimately what he is talking aoout. He ha::. done ull l1 
I' 
these tasks in the prosaic way of mc:king a livinB·"3 
1. Frost 1 Robert-Collected Poems-The Housekeepnr-page 103 
2. Ibid. Brown's Descent-page 173 13. Blankenship, 7\ussell-~~ecogni t ion of Rol)ert j,' .r•ost-page 223 
II 
I 
I 
1, 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
! 
'l'HE COlvihiOHPLii.CE IN 'l'HIH GS 
The deep personal interest that Ivlr. I<'rost has in common-
place people and their occupations is extended to commonplace 
things. In fact, a title of one of his poems is 11 The Need of ,, 
Being Versed in Countr.y Things. "1 
t 
,; 
He writes a whole poem about 1: 
,. 
,! 
a kitchen chimney, vJhich he addresses to a builder, asking him !! 
.) 
! to build a chimney clear from the ground, no matte:r> how far he 
,, 
I' 
i; 
,, 
" I 
I' has to go for bricks or how much they 11 cost a-piece or a pound •11i 
i: 
He doesn't want a chimney built "upon a shelf 11 because, besides 1: 
the fire hazard, he says: 
11 I dresd the ominous stai11 of tar 
That there always is on the papered walls, 
And the smell of fil'e drovmed in rain 
That there alvvays is when the chimney 1 s false. n2 
Anyone v1ho has ever seen the creasote on the walls around an 
old stovepipe hole, Bnd has smelled the odor of it on a damp 
1: 
1!. 
; ~
i( 
:,1 
,. 
t! 
'• :, 
1: 
,I 
1\ day will not v1onder that the poet did not desire this kind of 11 
,1·:1' chimney. No one but Mr. Frost could have written anything so 
l'e ali st i ca lly, showing his keen o bserva ti on. ~~ 
In another poem, "In the Home Stretch, 11 3 he tells about a i 
I 
kitchen stove and the stovepipe. When the elderly couple move ~ 
into their new country home, the first thing they have the !i 
tj 
:r:1overs do is· to set up the kitchen stove for, the v1ife says: :: 
n 
I' 
I! 
"We've got to have the stove 
53 
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2. Ibid. Country Thines-pnr;e 300 'I The Kitchen Chirrmey-page I' 286 ,I 3. Ibid. i! ln the Home Stl·etch-page 139 r 
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I 
'I !I 
., 
I' 
,r 
I· 
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!I After this is done, they try to fit the jointed stovepipe. II 
I' 
11 
'A fit! 1 said one, e.nd ban[J;ed a stovepipe shouldel~."l il :I 
lr 
il 
In 11 A Servant to Sel'vants"2 and in "In the Horae Stretch, 11 1 l1 
II 
·I 
he mentions the kitchen sink Hnd the sinl{ vdndo\·.J. 
I ing lines are from the latter: 
ri.'he f ollmv- I: 
1: p 
" 
\i 
11 She stood ae;ainst the kitchen sink and looked 
Over the sink out thr•ough a dusty vJindOYJ 
l I At vieeds the v:ater from the sinlr made tall. "1 
I 
;I 
!! 
,. 
:I 
'I ! ~ 
(j 
rl 
I This is, perhaps, the most prosaic of 811 his realistic pic- 1: 1: 
I! 
:, tures. 
l· 
In tvJo of his poems he speaks nbout the l{erosene lamp and l! 
the lantern. Now, these have been replaced by electricity in 
the country villRges; but there are many fa:::·m hov.ses without 
,. 
!: 
n 
:; 
I. 
il 
!l 
them on the hill farms. In 11The Old Han 1 s Winter Hic;ht, "3 the l\ 
lr 
old man is carrying s lamp as he goes through the house, and in II 
'I 
"Brovm's Descent,"4 the farmer is doing his chores by the light J! 
tl 
of a lantern. It is the realistic touches like these that make" 
li 
i\ poems so commonplace. 
•: 
" i' He e;i ve s us a picture of the well nbe side the doorlli3 and 1: 
'· q 
the dry pump that 11 flung up an a.\"lkward arm!16 and he has written [1 
I! 
entire poems about an axe-helve; and a grinc.stone. In his poem)! 
"The Axe-Helve, 11 7 he describes a good one, made of hickory, 
11 slender as a whipstock." It must 11 be free f1•om the least 
knot" and its lines native to the [!,l'ain of the original wood 
I !. 
1\ 
li 
li 
!I 
II 
'/ I; 
I 
with no false curves. Surely he could not he.ve v;rit:,;en such an\1 
'I 
'I j accurate description of a commonplace fa>•ru tool without a !I 
~ 11.-Fr-?~1; ,"";~;;~;t-O ;ii;cted~P~~~~r;:, . the- H-,~~-"St;.t;-;,h =;;,-;139 -~ · · 
, 2 • Ib~d. A Ser:vant to· Servants-page 82 :! 
3 • Ib7-d "6. 'l1he Heed of Being The Old l>l~n 's VJinter Hight -page 13511 ~· ±€~a· Versed in Country ~r9vm § De~cent-par,e 173 · 11 
7: lb ;td • Thin~s-parre 300 r o~ng 1 or 'Uater-par,e 20 i 
--. ~ • ~- - u rhe Ax~-He_~"J"_~_:_pe.p;e 228 ! 
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SpeCiBl interest in it, and an exact knowledge of it. In the I; 
other, 11 The Grindstone,"l he describes this farw implement as 
he sees it, left under an old apple tree all winter when the 
other tools, even the YJheel barrov;, have been put under shelter.:, 
: 
He adds these lines about its uselessness: 
"For months it hasn 1t known the taste of steel, 
Via shee-t dovm with rusty water in a tin. nl 
He writes also about another farm implement, the stone-
1 boft, in his poem, 11 A Star in a Stone-Boat, 112which farmers use 
,, 
,I 
·I 
!j 
I. 
:I 
;I 
\I 
,I 
to carry stones when they build a stone wall, or clear the land-;\ 
" 
He tells how the farmeJr• ndrag;-;ed it through the ploughed ground '·t 
II 
No poet but I1ir. Frost would think of this homely pr·irnitive tool :1 
as a subject for poet1'Y• Then in connection with this, I shall i\ 
" 
,, 
only mention the poem, 11 Mendine; Wall, n3 because I have previ-
ously discussed it. 
I 
11 
!I 
II ~ I L 
In making these commonplace country things the subjects of li 
many of his poems, he has not fore;otten the old-fashioned tvJO-
wheeled gig which he mentions in 11 The Fear, 11 4 nor the 11water 
bar, 11 that necessary part of the old steep stony 11highv1ay where 
the slow wheel pours the sond. "5 Now these have, of course, 
vanished with the automobile anu the hard surface road. 
\I 
,r 
il 
!I 
il 
" !i I, 
II 
1\ 
\I 
II I 
Another subject is 11 The Wood-Pile. 11 6 I' 1Nhile out walking in il 
II 
a frozen swamp one day, he finds 11 a cord of maple cut and split~~ 
"nd pl."led. 11 Th d · d. th 11 b k • ' 1 ~ I o. - e woo l.s grey an e ar vJarpJ..nf:S off it, V) J; 
d 1 d :1 11 an :1e won ers who could have left it the1~e to decay. This 
!! 
poem seems symbolical of his tremendous interest in all common-/! 
'I 
__ 
1 
place country things. \\ 
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1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-The Grindstone-par~~-232 ____ 1; -
2. Ibid • ,~ <..:!t" -, · ..., ·t , !' 3. Ibid !7 """, ';'l 1~} o. :::> one Boat-pave 2]31 
4 J.~bl'd• l~lenaJ.l1P: ~.all-pa[~~ 47 .. , :; 
1 6 • • • ':ehe .t<le~r-page lrG I' 
. s': Mr~: The W9od-Piie-paRe 126 · 
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The last poem \Vhich I shall r.tention to showthis interest is: 
,, 
I• 
!I 
entitled. ''A Record Stride,''l and it is about a pair of old !I 
1/ ,, 
shoes. ,1.S it is printed in his latest volume, 11 A Further !i 
'I \, Range, n I shall quote some of it: ji 
;I 11 In 8 Vermont bedrOOr:1 closet !! 
With a door of two broad boards 
And for back wall a crumbling old chinmey 
(And thnt 1s what their toes are towards ) 11 
nr have a pair or shoes standing, 
Old rivals of sagging leather, 
Who once kept surpassing each o~her, 
But novv live ever together." 
11 They listen for me in the bedroom 
To ask me a thing or two 
About who is too old to go walking, 
VIi th too much stress on the who •11 1 
'rhen he sa_·rs that he ought to sell them f'oi' VJhat they would 
fetch, but, instead, he is going to devote them to his museum. 
He v:ants to save them because of the old associations and the 
sentiment connected with then. In this poer;l, he has frankly 
expressed his feelings for conmonplace things, besides de-
i,l 
r . 
1\ 
:I I, 
il 
,, 
., 
II 
'I I, 
!! 
li 
!I 
1. 
II 
,I 
\I 
-I 
I' 
II 
II 
scribing them sincerely and realistically to show his interest. :1 
1\ critic says of him: "His fawiliarity ••. VJith objects is 
not for all his deservedly famous observation that of the ob-
server OP spectator, but that of the ma.n who h:.s worked with 
il 
01 
il 
)I 
,, 
I' d 
II 
'! 
' ,, 
li_ 
:I ,, 
j: 
I' 
!I 
--~----L 
----rr-
1 j 1. 
I 
' 
!• ,, 
,, 
II 
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Whipple, F.K.--Recognition of Robert Frost-pege 211 
I 
THE COh~h~OU P1AGE IH STY:LE 
To be in keeping with these commonplace subjects,· the 
i> ; ~ 
., 
style of Robert Frost is also conmonplace. It is the natural. ii 
• 1: 
informal style of Hew England count17 people. There is no 
,, 
·t 
t' 
il q l.l.r. Mark Van Dar..;, 
d ,, 
I gres.t flov; of eloquence in any of his poems. 
1 en ssys: 11.He builds a conversational tone into his verse. 
ir 
I' 
~ I I 
I Whether in dialogue or in l:rric his poems t:-! re people talking. 11 
I 
' 
He also sRys: 11 i~1r. Frost has an amusing sto1•y to tell in this 
connection. Some t illle durinf~ the dark yea.Ps he sent o numl.Jer 
'of his poems to a friend for criticism, saying thbt the maga-
" li 
I: 
li 
I! ,, 
" i' II 
.\ 
I I' 
might be vtorth someone ~~ 
li 
zines vJould not hs.v-: them but that they 
reading: anyhow 1 and asked the friend to discuss them franklv. ll 
'· ·I 
The friend 1 s :repopt ws s that they did not seem to him to be 
poet1•y. If he were asked what -chey did seem to be, he would 
i have to say: 1Conversat.ion. 1 . Ike. FJ•ost fnr from being dis-
coursr;ed knev1 that he had one quality at least. 'i'hey sotmded 
like something. There was something in them that could be 
named. So he said to himself, 'I will develop this quality 
until it becomes not my weakness but my strength; I will prove 
that conversation can be poetry.' And that is precisely what 
i he has done. ttl 
!I 
ij I. 
:) 
:! 
I ~ 
I! ,, 
" 
,. 
I' 
·I 
!I 
., 
It 
II 
II 
I' 
!' d 
ll ,, 
II 
il ,, 
,, 
I 
Mr. David Lambuth snys of his style: 11 Here style is, in l! 
L 
the profoundest sense, the man. Robert F'1~ost could not form li 
I il 
' . t 1 I· 
1
1 m. s s Y e until he had found himself. He is-to adjust Emerson's:: 
1: 
=-=- I P~:r~-~-~--: .. rl._o~ _s~ much 1 speaking man 1 as 'man speaking.' "2 !! ~~ Do~~n! ~~rk~~ec~~nit1~~"of~~~~rt. Fr~~t::';g~·;=~~--~~~ 
I 
II 
2
• Lambuth, David-Recognition of Robert Fr·ost-page 140 )1 
,I ,, 
It, 
He uses the commonplace established verse forms, and does 
not in any of his poetry use free verse or polyphonic prose as 
so many of his contempor•aries do; yet hG varies h:Ls verse 
forms. Mr. Percy Boynton says that l.ir. Frost ncontends that 
there are two rival factors in every verse product: the abso-
lute rhythm demanded by the adopted pattern, and the flexible 
rhythm demanded b;.c the accents or the successive words and by 
I 
the particular stresses needed .among the words ••• Sa.ys Mr. Frost, 1 
admitting these two rival factors, neither should be entirely 
subjected to the other. In what is called ia;~J.bic pentameter, 
most of the feet should be iambic, and most of the lines sh•Juld 
have five stresses; but in cases of departure from the pattern, 
there is nothing to explain away or condone; the rhytlun will 
return to it ••• He says to let the spoken word and the verse 
pattern fight out the issue; and the best poetry results from 
the nicest compromise between them. So in the forms of all his 
poems there is not too insistent design."l This is noticeable 
in the first two lines in 11 Thc Runaway: 11 2 
"Once v:hen the snmv or the yenr• v1s s beginnlnrs to fall 
Vie stopped by a mountain pasture to say 1V:hose colt? 111 2 
Or in these lines from 11 lo'or> Once, Then, Something: 11 3 
"Others taunt me with having lmelt at well-curb;-3 
Always wrong to the light, so never seeing 
Deepel~ down in the well than when the water 
Gives me back in a shining SUl'face picture 
Me myself in the sumrner heaven r;odlike 
Looking out of a \'ireath of fern and cloud pufff)_.u3 
~-- ----------: -..:._-.=,._-;;::: ~- ~_;;;;:__:··-~ 
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frost' Robert -Collected Poems-'l'he Runavvay-page 273 
Ibid· For Once, Then Something-
page 276 
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His diction, too, is commonplace. When his people talk, 
they do not use dialect, but speak a simple languap;e that is 
appropriate to the:J, vii th the colloquialisms find provincialisms 
or tu1•ns of expression. of the com.rnon countr'y people. Because 
they do not use dialect, kiss Lowell thinks that his people do 
not speak· true to t:rpe. She says: "I find his people untrue 
to type in one important pArticular. In none of then do VJe 
1 find that pungency of thought or expression \V!lich is so in-
grained in the New Ene;lto.nd temper. Chsracters and situations 
impress him, speech does not. It is probably for this reason 
that he uses no dialect in these poems. Nev~ England tuPns or 
speech would lose much of their raciness without thv peculiar 
pronunciation whic!"l accompanies them. Vivid, paradoxical, con- I 
stantly interestin;;, such is Nev1 England t8lk, and yet Mr. r'rost i 
has ignored it absolutely. He feels the people, but he has no 
ear for their peculia1• tone;ue. 11 1 It seems to me that Miss 
Lowell did not know the fe. rm people very well. In a recent 
book entitled, "Let Me Show You Vermont, 11 Mr. Crane has devoted 
a che.pter to the speech of th:,t State. He seys: 11 'l'he tourist 
who anticipates that he is goinp; to heaJ:' the Yankee tongue 
ever7tv1here among us v1agging with the exago;erated rBciness of 
l 
Lowell's 'Biglow Papers' is certc:rin to be disappointed. It is 
1 only rarel·J you cen fL1d even a VePmont farme:;~ today 11i th the 
\ professionsl sta~e Yankee make-up or way of speech. The dialect 
! S\Jch as flavors the dialogue of Uncle Ezry and Aunt samanthy on 
I 
1 the radio is dono rii th in real life IilOstly. 11 2 liir. Unte1·meyer 
I 
I 
60 
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1. LovJ ell, -~my-Tenriencie s in Modern Arneri can Poetry-pa "7e 
2. Crane, Charles Edwapd-Let Lie Show You Vermont-page 29 
says tna t }-ds 11::-:1onologs and draue.ti c idyls, vn'i tt en in a con-
ver·ssti OLal blank verse, e stabli s:l. the connection between the 
vernacul.sr and the language of lite:r·atuPe. nl 
Practicslly all the dialectal expressions that his people 
use ar•:: in the follmving lines. In "Home Burial," the husband 
11 I 1d bind myself to keep hands off 
Anythinp; special you're a-:nind to name, 
Though I don 1t lilce sue ' things 1tvJixt those that love. 11 2 
Also in 11A Servant to Servont s~' there is some dialect. When the 
wife talks to the camper about her father's insane brother, she 
says: 
"They soon SflW he w ·mld do someone a !ni schief 
If he wasn't kept stl~ict watch of • 11 3 
And later she remarks: 
11 I 1m past such help--
Unless Len tool{ the notion, which he won't, 
And I won't ask him--it'~ not sure enough. 
I 'spose I've p;ot to go the v1ay I'm going. 11 3 
In "Blueberries, 11 the poet has been looking around in the ber:r'y 
patch and is climbing over the wr:ll into the road as Loren 
1: 
I 
I 
I 
drives by. He nods ve17 politely but th.e poet knows tho.t he i s ii 
I 
thinking: 
I 
' I 
I 
11 I have left those there berries, I shrewdly suspect, 
To ripen too long. I am greatly to blame. 11 4 
i Perhaps the best examples are found in 11 The Generations of 
' 
61 
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2. Frost, Hobert-Collectod Poerns-Hon:e Burie.l-pa .. r.,e 71 ~~~ 
3. Ibid. A ~ervan~ to ~ervants-page 86 1 
4. Ibid. B;l.ueberrJ.es:-g~l':e 79 :> , 
5. Ib:Ld. Tne GEfnerat:L us of' 1\:ien-page lQl: 
6. Ibid. Browns Descent-page 173 
I 
' 
' I 
= ... ---, . -· 
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1 is supposed to be speaking about 
·- -- -
the old stocY": · 
11 1 dunnow! 
~e~~e 1 1m wrong to take it as I do. 
'l'her·e a.in 't no n&1iies quite like the old ones th,:.-u.gh, 
il 'or· rover will be to my \'WY of thinking. 
One mustn't bear• too hard on the neVI comers, 
But there's a dite too many of them for comi'ort. 11 1 
In the latter, "Brown 1 s De scent, "2 when a farmer v:ho lives on a 
hill fapm is doing his chores one v:inter nit:,ht, ho slips on the 
crust and slides two miles to the r·oad without stopping. This 
is the last stanza: 
11 But now he snapped his eyes three times; 
Then shook his lantern, saying 1Ile 1 s 
1Bout out! 1 and took the long vn,y home, 
By roPd, a metter of several niles.u2 
There are elso the expressions 'cross lots"nnd 1petered outn in 
this pom1. One more dialectal expression is f )UJ1C1 in 11 An Old 
Man 1 s Vi inter Hi13ht • 11 3 The old gentleman wBnder's over• the hcu se 
11 And havinr:; scared tho cellar under him 
In clomp~ ne; there, he scared it once agn in 
In clamping off ."3 
1 Although his people use so few dialectal expressions, they do 
use a great many provincial! sms EJnd l~evJ England turns of ex-
I pression. I shall not attempt to sive them all. In the first 
1,1 poeLI, "I.!ending ':iall, 11 from his volume of narratives, entitled 
"North of Boston,'' 1111'. r'rost says: 
"something there is that doesn't love a Viall, 
::.·=""=:::l~..:=:.;;::::.:=::o:::::======o=:=.:c_:.:::;~~:.=;;:_· -· ---- .. -·----··=·::-::.-=:::::-=:-·-. 
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3. Ibid. Brown's Descent-page 173 Ibid. An Old 1.Ian 1 s ·winter Night-page 135 
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That wants it down. "1 
In "The Death of the Hired 1-ian, 11 the farmer says; 
11 Y~s, 1 took cere to keep well out of eershot. 11 2 
I i In "The Housekeeper," an old lady is talking to a neighbor 
' 
about the man with whom her daughter has been living and she 
says: 
~~ also: "He 
1 s got hay down that 1 s been rained on three times." 
I 11 Jolm 1 s no threatener 
Lil<:e some men folk. No one's afraid of him. 
All is, he's made up his mind not to stand 
What he has got to stand."3 
In the same poem she uses a very common expression: 
"Reach me down 
'fhe little tin box on the cupboard shelf."3 
In "Two Witches," the old lady says: 
"All is, if I 1d a-knovJn when I WAS young 
And full of it, that this r;ould be the end, 
It doesn't seem [~ C'! _., if I'd had the COUNlf,e 
To make so free and kick up in folk 1 s races. 114 
In "Home Burial" which I have mentioned before in connection 
with dialect, there is this expreHsion: 
II I 115 I must be wanted to it--tlu:tt s the reason. 
In "A Hundred Collars~ the tipsy sales:~"an says: 
11~h8t I like best is the lay of different farms 
• • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 
=-=::.= r··-:=:c=-~~=c=:;::_-=:=..:::=c.c=~:.::::-==:==--===-==-~: --- -- ---
' 1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-l~Iending wa11-pa.ge 48 
I 2 • Ibid. . Th.e Death of the Hired 3. Ibid. ~he Bousekeepcr-page 
4. Ibid. Two Witches-page 247 
5. Ibid. Home Burial-page 67 
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I like to find folks getting out in spring 
Raking the dooryerd."l 
Before he leaves the Professor, he says: 
"You get some sleep. 
I'll knock so-fashion and peep Hround the door 
When I come back • 11 1 
In "IJ'he Hunaway]' the poet v1onders where the colt's mother is 
and says: 
''I doubt if even his mother could tell him, 'Sakes, 
It 's only weather. ' 11 2 
These provincialisms that Mr. Frost's people use make 
them seem real.· He also heightens the reality by having them 
speak in human tones. Mr. Sidney Cox says: ttr.rhese tones of 
speech are incompBrably more effectual in presenting genuine 
Yankee conversation than the use of dialect ·would be. .t\nd a 
further rea son why there is such a sparing use, in 'North of 
Boston) and the new book, ~.iountain Intervrl_l,' of barbarous 
locutions, is that the men and women who live in northern 
Massachusetts, Vermont and Hev.r Hampshire have no uniform set of 
provincial words and expressions. 'l'here1'o1~e, this sincere poet 
has no code of dialect. n3 
People in Vermont use m<my provinciBli sms, Fmd in the 
remote districts they ~peak with a peculiar twang or drawl, as 
1 the late Ex-President Coolidp;e did. 
\ 
! 
I 
i 
I 
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1.1. l<'rost, Robert-Collected Poems-A Hundred coilars:par-:e- 273 l. 
!\2 • Ibid. The Hunawey-page 
;; :;,. Cox,· Sicl.ney-The Sincerity of Hobert Frost -August 25, 1917 I 
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CHAPTER VII 
UOl'JCLUSION 
All these commonplace things, together with tho common-
place nature and the commonplace ccuntl'7f people, lilr. Frost has 
clothed in beauty. Ee has put a halo around the commonplace 
and glorified it, as I stated in the boginnlng of my thesis. 
For instance, he has given us a picture of a cornrnonpluce land-
\i 
:I 
,, 
!I 
l! 
:I ,, 
d i• 
;l 
II 
II 
il 
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scape, a hayfield, where the hay has been cocked and tho field lj 
j, 
1/ is all stubble, in this way: 
11WhRt things for dream there are when spectre-like, 
Moving among tall haycocks lightly piled, 
I enter alone upon the stubble f.ield,-
From where the laborers' voices lnte have died, 
And in the antiphony of after-glow 
And rising full moon's side of the'first haycoc~: 
And lose myself amid so many a like • 11 1 
Another example is found in 11 The Death of the Hired Man"2 
when he descr·ibas a farmer's Wife sitting on the porch of her 
farmhouse. Certainly there is nothing poetic about this si [Sht, 
yet he has made it beautiful: 
l. 
2. 
11 l?art of' a moon was falling down the west, 
Drngging the whole sky with it to the hills. 
Its light poured softly in her lap. She saw it 
And spread hsr apron to :'Lt. She put out her hand 
Among the harp-like mornin~-glory strings, 
Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-Waiting-page 20 
Ibid • 'l'he Death of the Hil•ed r~ian-49 
II ,, 
'I I! 
il 
li 
'i II 
,I 
1: 
il 
II 
,I 
'I 
I· 
II ~I 
I, 
!l -- - -
II 
il 
;l 
- - ,_,- -' 
I Taut with the dew from garden bed to eaves, 
As if she played unheard som~ tenderness 
That wrought on him beside her in the night. 111 
He makes comr.'lonpluce things as beautiful as comr:1onplace 
landscapes and commonplace people when he gives a description 
of telephone and telegraph poles in 11 The Line Gang: 11 
11 They pJ.<-nt dead trees for living, nnd the dead 
They string together vii th a living thread. 
They st1·ing a.n instrument against tho slcy 
VJhe1"lein VJords v;hether ·beaten out 01l spoken 
VJi 11 run as hushed as Vlhen they w ere a. tho-u_ght. "2 
Perhaps a better exDmple of a commonplace thine; made 
i 
I' 
.\ 
!] 
'I !I \, 
beautiful is his description of an old wood-pile left to d~:;cay 
in a swamp: 
11 
•••••••• I thouc;ht the t only 
Someono who lived in turning to fresh tasks 
Could so forget his handiwork on ·which 
Be spent himself, the labour of his axe, 
And leave it there far from a usefu.t fir•eplace 
To warm the frozen swamp as best it could 
VJith the slow:.smokeless burning of decay. 11 3 
"\ 
In these examples I have shown how l.lr. E'rost has put s halo 
around the commonplace lvndscs.pe, thecor.unonplace country person, ii 
il 
and the ?ommonplaee thing. I 
'I I 
II . d One critic says of this beauty: 'fhe beauty I saw was not II 
a shimmer dependent on my hnving been in a peculiarly sensit1soo!
1 
__ [11 
1. Frost, Robert-Collected Poems-The Death of the Hired 
2. The Line Gang-poge 179 
3. The Wood-Pile-page 126 
Me.n-49 . i 
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'i 
accessible kind of beauty. I can vmlk up to it out of an everyJi 
:I 
day mood, and presently find it agnin. liis poetr~r lies on the \: 
il 
p:r'osaic slope of the hluse's Mountain, where, oddly enour,h, the 'I 
:I 
., 
II 
most delicate plants often grow, though exposed to the \'Jinds of il 
reason and reality."l 
Another critic says in regard to his works: "It seems the 
commonest, and yet however shor·t a poem of' his tna:r be, it always' 
shines with a pure brilliance. It is soid that precious gems 
die if they lack human contact; it is also said tha.t~.if' common 
pebbles are taken from our brooks and cut and polished, cared 
for like precious stones, they will soon have the brilliance 
and the unexpect~::d splendor of precious stones themselves. The 
stuff of this work is common, the stones are not precious. Art 
has created the miracle. Beauty is there."2 
I 
i 
i 
I 
il 
In suurrning.up this thesis, we have seen that Mr. Frost is a: 
I 
poet oi' 'the comrnonpla ce. He is thoroughly acquainted with it ! 
because he has lived practically all his life in the commonpla eel 
country among commonplace people, and commonplace things. A 
true nature lover, he is fond of wild flowers, birds, trees, and 
I 
I 
I 
I 
animals, besides the country with its meadows, brooks and 1 
mountains • He 1 s also a great lover of paop le, the commonplace ',I 
country people whorn he knows so well. Tovta.rds these, he is !I 
always neighborly and sympathetic, and understands their grief's :j 
:I 
and sorrows. Their tasks are his tasks, since he is a farmer ;: 
himself; therefore, he knows all about their corrrrnonplace v1ork 
every season of the year. He is also interested i11 all the 
1. 
2. 
McOa.rthy, Desmond-Recognition of Robert Frost-page L54 
ChamoJ.ll~,rd, Pterre-Recocnt tton of Robert Frost-:--,_ ·c 287 
'I 
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11 
r. 
:I 
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'I 
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commonplace country things around him--the common peb"Gios of - --
II 
I 
1\ 
-~ 
:I the brook---and has polished them into beauty through his simple f) 
I, 
" 
ii 
II 
!I 
commonplace conversational style. 
It is because of this fact, that the poet has chosen the 
commonplace and raised it to the renlm of' art, that he is con-
sidered by many critics our fo1•em,ost living poet today. A II 
1! 
'I 
i! French critic says: "One is, after reading this book, 
II 
(Collected Poems) still more convinced of the originality of i( 
its aut!i.Or and the universality of his genius. In the infinitel~ 
! varied landscape of the United States, those United States 
\ which·Walt Whitman trioo to evoke in their recent unity and in 
their totality, Frost has chosen his corner, New England, and 
he does not intend to leave it. Even the titles of his books: 
'North of Boston 1 , 'New Hampshire 1 , 1lilountain Interval', 'West-
:[ 
,I 
:I 
il 
I 
rlll1.ning Brook 1 , show something which is obstinntely geographical\.; 
e-nd which is constantly growing smaller in its geographic 
i! 
II II 
,I 
limits. His human ty-pes are observed in their proper location. :: 
·I 
I 
II 
i' His landscapes are freed of all their genernl traits, and F:t•ost !I 
) keeps only the galll1.t essence of Ne\'J England itself• It is a il 
i/ 
modest book of tho Works and the Days of the fa1•mers of Verr;1ont!'ll 
i In regard to the permanence of Mr. J:t'r•ost, 1ir. JHarlc Van 
Doren says: 11 1 t is only sin6e his fortieth year thnt he has 
been read, known, and arJ.mired. And this is gr8tifying, doubt-
1 less to him quite as much as to his admirers. But it does not 
necessarily mean that the reward thus slowly reaped is to be an ! 
I 
I 
I enduring one. 
II 
:r 
II 
A surer ground for prophecy is the middle ground he 
- il 
1. Chamaillard, Pierre-Hccogni tion of Hobert F:r•o::Jt-page 287 I' 
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sense. Mr. Frost 1 s place is i\ 
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occupies in the present poetical 
!i 
and always has been singularly ce;ntral. He .. has had nothing to 11 
il 
'II do with the extremes where most of our shouting has been heard. 
1
, 
d I 
I 
l 
His range has been great enough to carry him close to all the 
corners, yet he has never quite crossed a line. He hns always, 
in a kinO. of silence and with a most remarkable in-;,:;egrity, kept 
to his center. So has the criticism of him lcept there, and so 
has his reputation. The result is a solidity of position 
, almost unique in poetry to-day. ttl 
I 
I! 
il 
II 
Therefore because Mr. Frost has taken the commonplace 
country ro8d, 
11 The one less traveled by, 
That has made all the difference . 11 2 
1. Van Doren, jxiark-Recognition of Hobert Frost-page 3 
2. Fro.:.t, Robert -Collected l?oems-'l'he Road Not Tv ken-page 131 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMi:lARY 
In this thesis I have discussed Robert Frost as the poet ofJ 
I' I! I the commonplace, wl.1o, however, has put a halo around it and 
r made it beautiful. Since he has lived in a commonplace environ-1. 
ment and among commonplace people, it is this environment and il j· 
' these people whom he makes the subjects of his poems. 
I Like Robert Burns, who also wrote about the commonplace, I hell 
is sincere. He tells only of what he has experienced or what heiJ 
:I knows and nothing from hearsay. Because of this, he is a real- q 
11 ist, but he always has a deep respect for good taste; and in i 
I 
depicting t'act s a bout human natu1•e, he shows true neighborliness1 
and sympathy. 
He knows what it is to be a good neighbor because he has 
lived for many years in the country. Although born in Califor-
nia, much of his life has been spent in Nev: Hampshire and 
Vermont among commonplace country people; and this experience 
is reflected in his works. Even while in England, he wrote 
poems about New Hampshire, and when he returned, a successful 
writer, he went once more to the New Hampshire hills that he 
loved and began farming again. 
Although msny honors have been bestowed upon him, he is 
still the same kind, sympathetic, neighborly man who enjoys the 
commonplace country, the commonplace people, and the commonplac 
country things. 
He is particularly interested in the conunonplace in nature 
-==H-==:--:::c--__ ·-· - -· =-=====-==- =·-==::-======:=====:===c-====-==:c-:·:::::-:-
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~l ~::~~~~ds. ~t i-n i;:wc~m;s~:: an~ ~ermont; therefore, 1 have 4~~= 
discussed this interest in connection with the wild flowers, thel 
I birds' the trees , the c ammon animals, both domestic and wild, ~~ 
i and even the smallest creatures, a.ll of which ar·e pla.ced in the' 
11 chara c teri st i c setting. First , I have found th" t he is very 
I fond of wild flowers, and like a professiona..l botanist, he I! 
nknows all the flowers of very kind everyv1here in that region" 1 !i 
II 
11 
I. 
where he lives. He knows also their favorite habitat and the 
I seasons in which they grow. Beginning with the hepatica and 
! bluets of the early ~pring, ho telJ..s us about all the wild 
flowers that grow through the summer, especially the orchis, to 
the late fall, when 11 the last lone aster is gone . 11 2 Everyv~he re 
he shows care for their preservation. 
Of birds, he mentions nineteen kinds, particularly all the 
com1·non birds of Vermont and NevJ Hampshire from the delicate 
little humming bird to the chimney swallovJ and the crow. His 
l 
I 
I 
I 
lj 
exact observation is apparent in his vivid description of them. )j 
II Always solicitous for their welfare, he expresses anxiety for 
them whenever they 8re victims of the vvea ther. If they come 
north too early and encounter a late-spring snowstorm, he pities 
them; and when a mower uncovers a groun.d bird' s nest full of 
young ones, exposine; them to the heat and sun, he tries to 
I I cover them over with ferns, anct wonders what will become or themir 
I! As for trees, he speaks of sll the orchard trees, and also l 
all those of the woods, such as the birch, spl'UCe, hemlock, ! 
beech, pine, and others, but his favorites seem to be the maple ~~ 
I 
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and the birch. The sound of their tossing fascinates him as 
: they seem to be calling him, and he wonders if he won't heed 
'I 
I 
their call sometime. 
In regard to the animals, he shows his interest in both the 
domestic and the common wild animals of New Hampshire and 
Vermont. He mentions all the farm animals, such as horses, 
oxen, sheep, cows, pigs, and chickens, and gives every indica-
tion that he enjoys caring for them on his farm. He is a great 
lover of horses, but he shows his affection and tenderness, 
especially, toward the young stock, such as calves and colts as 
is indicated in 11 The Pasture" and 11 The Runaway." 
As for the wild animals, he makes us acquainted with the 
deer, bear, fox, woodchuck, skunk, rabbit, and many others since 
he knows their habits and haunts and, in fact, all wild life. 
He even tells us about the smallest creatures, some of which are 
bats, fireflies, butterflies, bees, frogs, wasps, and hornets; 
and indicates always his exact knowledge o.nd keen observation of 
them. 
All these different phases of commonplace nature, namely, 
the wild flov1ers, the birds, the trees, and the animals, are 
mentioned in connection with their characteristic New England 
setting or background in every season of the year. 
Besides being interested in nature, Mr. J.t,rost is vitally 
I 
interested in people; therefore, I have discussed this interest. 
(There are no city folk or historic characters in his poems.) I 
These people are faMUers and their wives an: f~==~~b:r:=s,"::e+== 
., 
!I 
I! 
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I 
II naturally live narrow lives. They work hard day after day to 
wrest a meagre living from the soil; thus they are accustomed tol 
on isolated farms, they are pr•oducts or their environment and 
all sorts of hardships and suffering. With these people, 
Mr. F'rost is always friendly and neighborly; and ·when they are 
in trouble, he s:1ows deep sympathy, understanding, and tender-
ness without any sentimentality or affectation. 
H~ depicts the typice.l ment8l-bound farmer, the le.ckadai-
sical ox-teamster 1 tlle happy-go-lucky gum gatherer, the old. , 
. I 
worn-out incompetent, the shrewd, thrifty farmer, and the farmer· 
who works so hard that he tries to "drive" his help. He also 
draws pathetic portraits, such as that of the lonely old man, 
wandering around in a large farmhouse all alone; the youne; boy 
who has his hand cut off while helping his father saw v1ood; and 
the man who has his legs crushed in e. saw-mill accident. 
-I Towards all of these Mr. Frost shows especial tenderness and 
1 
sympathy. Another portrait is that of the laconic farmer Brown, /1 
v1h0 resigns to fate and malce s the best of it, a typical Yankee I 
I 
1: 
farmer. 
Then, too, Mr. Frost gives us pictures of farm women, both 
good and bad. Many of them are suffering, or, at least, are un-
happy. There are some ·who are mentally ill because of overwork 
and heredity, sorrow, or lonely envil'Onment; anc'. there are 
others who are morally ill, and are suffering from pangs of 
I 
I 
''' --f~, ~'' -=---=~ '-'==--~=----- -~ ---·=-=------- ,_. 
i conscience. As Mr. Frost is a psychologist, he 
I motives that make his people act as they do. 
" When he delineates the:>e people, he tells us what they are 1 
doing. Since practically all of them are farmers, they do 
every kind of farm work, from spring planting to harvestinB the 
crops and doing the chores. Besides this, they "get up" the. 
winter r s VJOOd 1 mend wall, clean OUt the pasture spring, and 
perform many other necessa~y tasks. As Mr. Frost is a farmer 
himself, he informs us of some of his ov:n commonplace experi-
ences. 
In addition to the commonplace country people and their 
I 
I 
I 
il 
I 
,I 
occupations, he is interested in the co:,unonplace country things. 
He writes about the kitchen chimney, the kitchen stove, the 
kerosene lamp and lantern, the grindstone, the old well, the 
stone-boat, the tvlo-wheeled gig, and numerous other commonplace 
things, even a p8ir of old shoes. 
To .be in keeping with this conunonplace subject matter, he 
uses the commonplace conversational stylG,whether in lyric or 
dramatic nar:r•ative. Although his meters are ordinary, he 
changes them somewhat to fit into the cadences of speech. His 
language is t-1lwa·;rs simple, and his people use rrwny provincial-
! sms and New England turns of speech, but not dialect. He 
prefers the ''talk-flavored tone" which is fitting for his 
comrnonplace coLmtry subjects. 
Finally, I discussed his glorification of the commonplace, 
l his place in America11 literature today, and his permanence in 
=~-~''"' j\~,the YJ o:r~d._-.oJ:_,Jett e_r_s __ ! -::.·..:.-:..-=-c-~-=..:::.-=-===:c-.::c.-· --·-- .. __ _ I ·- --- - -- ·-··· :::.•·--c.•:-··:.:• =--::.:-.....-,.:-_ . 
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